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Forces/EOD teams are also important modules of the
exercise. – APP

From Editor’s Desk
A formidable naval presence of Pakistan in North
Arabian Sea and West Indian Ocean continues to
remain critical for the country in defense of its
interests, Sartaj Aziz, foreign policy adviser to Prime
Minister, said at the International Maritime
conference held on 11-13 Feb in Karachi. The
International Maritime Conference is one of the
main events of the Multinational Naval Exercise
AMAN-2017 which took place off Karachi. He
further added that "Maritime challenges of the
Indian Ocean are well known and effected by key
variables such as militarization, involvement of
major and extra-regional powers among other
security threats. For Pakistan to remain oblivious of
the development taking place in the Indian Ocean is
not an option, therefore, Pakistan has to maintain
significant naval presence to defend her interests".
K G Hussain HI(M)
Vice Admiral (Rtd)

Pak Navy To Hold Multi National Exercise AMAN2017 From Feb 10-14
Souce: Samaa
8th February 2017

Pakistan Navy with the motive to devise procedures and
techniques against conventional and non conventional
threats will hold fifth of its series of multi-national naval
exercise AMAN 2017 from February 10 to 14.
Vice Admiral Arifullah Hussaini, Commander of Pakistan
Fleet in a media briefing here on Wednesday said the
country exposed to series of maritime related security
challenges was fast strengthening cooperation and mutual
trust at regional and international levels.
“AMAN 2017 an important component of these efforts,” he
said was being participated by 36 countries including China,
USA, Russia, Turkey, Japan, Great Britain, Indonesia, Sri
Lanka, Australia, Maldives, Nigeria and others.
“Presence of these friendly countries from all over the world
was a manifestation of the firm resolve of international
community towards peace and stability in the Indian
Ocean,” said the Commander of Pakistan Fleet.
Reiterating that through AMAN 17, Pakistan Navy will
further strengthen its regional and extra regional countries,
Vice Admiral Hussaini said 15 Ships alongwith two P3C
Orion aircraft, five helicopters, 11 Special Operation

US, Russian Warships In Arabian Sea For Naval
Exercise Hosted By Pak
Source: The Hindos
9th February 2017

Warships from various countries, including Russia, China
and the United States, have arrived in the Arabian Sea near
Karachi to take part in a multi-nation naval exercise hosted
by Pakistan.
Code-named as Aman (peace)-17, the five-day long exercise
will start from tomorrow in the north Arabian Sea. Theme of
the exercise is ‘Together for peace,’ according to Pakistan
Navy. A Pakistani naval official said warships from Russia,
China and the U.S. have arrived to take part in the exercise.
“Water salute was presented for the warships on reaching
the Karachi port,” he said, adding that it was mega event and
the warships from 36 countries will take part in the exercise.
Three war vessels from Russia, four from the U.S., and one
each from Indonesia, Australia and Turkey will participate.
Japan, Malaysia, Maldives, Sri Lanka and the United
Kingdom will also participate.
Commander Pakistan Fleets Vice-Admiral Syed Arifullah
Hussaini said this week that the exercise would help to clear
the Arabian Sea of pirates.“These exercises help the
participating countries come together and further their
relations,” he said. The exercise will feature ships, aircraft,
helicopters, Special Operations Forces (SOF), Explosives
Ordinance Disposal (EOD), marines and observers from
different navies.
Strong Quake Strikes Makran Coast
Source: Dawn
9thFebruary 2017

A girl was injured and walls of over 60 mud-houses
collapsed in the Pansi area of Gwadar district in a powerful
earthquake that struck the coast of Makran in the early
hours of Wednesday morning.The 6.4-magnitude
earthquake jolted the port city of Gwadar, Pasni, Jewani and
Turbat areas of Balochistan.
However, no major damages and casualty were reported
from any area of Makran. The quake’s epicentre was 23km
southwest of coastal town of Pasni and 90km south of
Turbat. “The depth of the quake was located 10km below the
seabed,” Meterological Department officials told Dawn.
The US Geological Survey earlier estimated the tremor’s
magnitude 6.6 and said its epicentre was between Gwadar
and Pasni, which was completely destroy ed by a tsunami in

1945. According to reports, the quake struck Gwadar,
Turbat, Pasni, Jewani and other parts of the Makran coast
at 3.4am, causing panic among the people and forcing them
to leave their houses and rush to open places.
A 5.3-magnitude tremor struck the Mekran coast again at
4.15am, forcing the people to spend the night under the open
sky. “Many aftershocks were recorded after the main tremor
in Pasni and other areas,” Abdul Hakim Baloch, chairman of
the Pasni Municipal Committee, said, ad ding that a girl was
injured when the wall of her house collapsed in the town.
Walls of more than 60 houses collapsed and cracks
developed in several others in Pasni, he said, adding that the
Municipal Committee would carry out a survey to assess the
damage. Makran Division Commissioner Bashir Ahmed
Bangulzai said that teams had been sent to the far-flung
areas of Makran to assess possible damages.
Gwadar Deputy Commissioner Dr Tufail Ahmed Baloch
said the port city remained safe in the strong tremor. “The
earthquake created panic among the residents of Gwadar
because of the fear that it may cause tsunami,” said Jahangir
Baloch, a fisherman who was in the sea for fishing when the
quake struck the area.
Pakistan To Maintain Naval Presence In Indian
Ocean
Source: Sputnik International
9thFebruary 2017

A formidable naval presence of Pakistan in North Arabian
Sea and West Indian Ocean continues to remain critical for
the country in defense of its interests, Sartaj Aziz, foreign
policy adviser to Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif,
said at the International Maritime conference in Karachi on
Saturday.
The International Maritime Conference is one of the main
events of the Multinational Naval Exercise AMAN-2017 that
is currently taking place off Pakistan's port city of Karachi in
the Arabian Sea.
"The maritime challenges of the Indian Ocean is well known
and effected by key variables such as militarization, the
involvement of major and extra-regional powers among
other security threats. For Pakistan to remain oblivious of
the development taking place in the Indian Ocean is not an
option, therefore, Pakistan has to maintain significant naval
presence to defend our interests," Sartaj Aziz said.
He also noted that India has been steadily increasing the
scale and frequency of its conventional naval deployments
through the Indo-Pacific region. The official added that
Pakistan is an important regional state having a coastline
that is over 1,000 kilometers (620 miles) long and an
exclusive economic zone of 300,000 square kilometers and
cannot remain oblivious to the developments taking place in
the Indian Ocean as they can have a direct impact on the
country's security and prosperity.
Satraj Aziz added that nations concerned with maritime
security and stability in North Arabian Sea and Western

Indian Ocean should pursue shared maritime objectives in
the region. "The dialogue between the stakeholders has
never been so important. Pakistan is ready to pay an
important role in providing maritime security," the foreign
policy adviser said.
The AMAN-17 is the fifth Multinational Exercise of AMAN
series, held in Pakistan since 2007. Navies of 37 countries
are participating in AMAN-17, including Australia, China,
Indonesia, Turkey, Russia, Sri Lanka, the United Kingdom,
the Unites States and Japan. The drills are held on February
10-14 in the Arabian Sea off Karachi.
Chief Of Naval Staff Visits Russian, Turkish And
Indonesian Warships
Source: Geo News
10th February 2017

Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah visited
Russian, Turkish and Indonesian warships on Sunday, as
part of Exercise Aman-17 under way at Karachi Port. A guard
of honour was held during his visit to different warships. He
also met naval officers and sailors on the ships. On the
occasion, the commanding officers of the warships briefed
him on different operations and performances of the ships.
Australian Navy Ship Arrive In Karachi For
Exercise
Source: Daily Pakistan
11th February 2017

Australian High Commissioner to Pakistan, Margaret
Adamson and Chief Minister Sindh, Murad Ali Shah
welcomed Royal Australian Navy frigate HMAS Arunta, her
commander Cameron Steil and ship’s company, to Karachi
last night at an on-board reception to celebrate Australia
Day.
HMAS Arunta is visiting the Port of Karachi to participate in
Exercise AMAN during her deployment to support
Australia’s efforts to promote maritime security, stability
and prosperity in the Middle East region.
High Commissioner Adamson reflected on the depth and
breadth of the 70-year relationship between Australia and
Pakistan, noting in particular the longstanding exchange of
military officers through both countries’ defence training
academies. “Australia works closely with Pakistan in
maintaining maritime security and stability in the Indian
Ocean with our Navy ships working closely together in the
Combined Maritime Forces. We are also members of the
Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS), which aims to
strengthen member states’ collaborative capacity, notably
through the Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief,
Counter-Piracy and Information Sharing Working Groups,”
Ms Adamson said.
HMAS Arunta and her ship’s company of 191 departed
HMAS Stirling naval base at Rockingham, Western
Australia for Operation MANITOU in the Middle East
Region in November last year. During her nine-month
deployment, HMAS Arunta is conducting maritime security

operations including counter terrorism, counter piracy and
narcotics interdiction as part of the multi-national
Combined Maritime Forces in the Persian Gulf, the Gulf of
Aden, the Red Sea and parts of the Indian Ocean.
Pak-Navy: Epitome Of Peace
Source: The Nation
15th February 2017

Pakistan Navy is one of the powerful and experienced navies
indigenous to the Indian Ocean. It has played its full part in
ensuring peace and co-operation in the Indian Ocean
Region, and continues to strive do so. Though on an
individual basis, it is the main guarantor of stability in the
northern reaches of Arabian Sea that carry the energy and
maritime trade links to and from the Gulf; the most high
profile examples of the Pakistan Navy efforts to ensure
regional peace and stability have come during instances of
co-operation with other navies. Indeed today its
contribution to the Combined Maritime Forces (CMF)
security endeavour through missions CTF-150 (established
to counter terrorism and illegal use of the sea), and CTF-151
(an Anti-piracy Task Force), are probably its most high
profile. CMF is quite unique in being comprised of 30
nations all making entirely voluntary contributions.
Pakistan’s contributions to CTF-150 and CTF-151 (both of
which are regularly commanded by Pakistan Navy) have
been maintained despite a shortfall in the number of
warships, an indication of just how importantly Pakistan
Navy considers its contribution to regional peace and
stability.
A testament to Pakistan Navy’s individual contribution and
the effectiveness of the overall co-operative effort is reflected
in the fact that though the region continues to experience
instability, the situation at sea is calm, with the free
movement of shipping. It is therefore valid to highlight
Pakistan Navy contributions in this overall effort
considering its longstanding commitment. In September
2001 Pakistan found itself drawn into the maelstrom of the
war on terror as a frontline state, and there was an obvious
maritime dimension. The intervention in Afghanistan saw a
vast array of naval power arrayed in the Arabian Sea to
support the operation, but there was also a need to stop any
terrorists fleeing Afghanistan and gaining access to the sea
from where they could escape to the Gulf and beyond. The
attack on the French registered oil super tanker Limburg in
October 2002 as she tried to enter the Yemeni port of Aden
brutally reinforced the vulnerability of regional shipping,
and also the cost this could have to the global economy (as
indeed was the aim of the attack). If maritime chokepoints
and ports could not be secured, if the safety of ships at sea
could not be guaranteed, the global economy would suffer
greatly. The Arabian Sea and surrounding waters were
deemed particularly at risk due to the energy bearing
maritime trade routes emanating from the Gulf. The entire
region had to be secured, but this was by no means an easy
task as it was far too large to be protected and patrolled by
any single navy. CTF-150 actually started life as a US Navy
Task Force, but was transformed in 2002 into a
multinational force mainly comprising US and some
European NATO allies plus Japan. Pakistan Navy joined the

CTF-150 in 2004 and has since been a key member, first
taking Command of the CTF-150 in 2006, and subsequently
commanding the force nine times till to date.
CTF-150 is responsible for an area that includes some of the
world’s busiest shipping lanes (transporting a third of the
world’s oil) that covers over two million square miles, and
encompasses the Gulf of Oman, Gulf of Aden, the Red Sea,
and the North Arabian Sea. Familiarity with the region made
Pakistan Navy an essential participant in CTF-150. Indeed,
during Pakistan Naval Chief Admiral Muhammad
Zakaullah’s recent visit to Bahrain this was stated by the
Commander US Naval Forces Central Command
(NAVCENT), Vice Admiral Kevin M Donegan. NAVCENT is
itself part of US Central Command (CENTCOM) under
which CMF was established. During discussion with
Admiral Zakaullah on matters of mutual interest including
bilateral naval collaboration and security environment in
Indian Ocean Region, Admiral Donegan appreciated the
professionalism of Pakistan Navy personnel and the role
played by Pakistan Navy in ensuring regional security and
stability. He also attributed much of the success in this
regard to the almost constant presence of Pakistan Navy in
the region that has established and maintained conditions
to allow the continued freedom of navigation for regional
shipping. This increased level of security has not only
stemmed acts of terrorism at sea, but also other forms of
illegal activity that may help hide it.
Though CTF-150 has been instrumental in ensuring regional
security and stability it had a major shortcoming in relation
to a new security threat that emerged in the middle of the
2000s, it lacked a mandate to tackle piracy. With a literal
explosion in attacks by Somali pirates, first off the Horn of
Africa, and later increasingly out into the Indian Ocean,
there was a demand for action, which resulted in the
formation in 2009 of a new dedicated Task Force, CTF-151.
As a result of the sterling work Pakistan Navy did in
contributing to CTF-150, and in further recognition of
Pakistan as a state crucial to regional security/stability
efforts, it joined CTF-151 at the first instance and was the
first regional state to command the force, also doing so on a
number of occasions subsequently. It should be
remembered that at the time Pakistan’s economy was hardly
in the best of health, something exacerbated by the global
economic downturn and rising energy prices. Ever
dependent on the sea for its economic survival, Pakistan had
little choice but to join CTF-151 as the plague of piracy was
also playing havoc with international shipping further
endangering its economic health even though relatively few
Pakistani flagged ships were being taken. With over 12
percent by volume of oil transported by sea passing through
piracy infested waters the cost to the global economy was
calculated to be up to US$12 billion. The rising cost of
shipping due to increased insurance costs was something
that could be ill afforded. The first to suffer directly however,
were Pakistani fishermen, with the first fishing vessel
captured at the end of 2009 and used as a ‘mothership’ in
order to increase the pirates’ range to launch attacks further
out into the Indian Ocean region. In 2010, the first Pakistani
fatality at the hands of the pirates occurred with the murder
of the Pakistani captain of a ship carrying sugar to the
Somali port of Bossaso. There was little Pakistan Navy could

do on its own to protect its citizens at sea on numerous
merchantmen, but through its participation in CTF151 the
tide slowly turned against the pirate gangs as the
International Recommended Traffic Corridor that passes
from the Bab el Mandeb out into the Gulf of Oman was
gradually made safe. As recognition for Pakistan’s efforts in
this regard, Pakistan has been regularly participating in UN
Contact Group on Piracy that was established in response to
UNSC Resolution 1851 to better co-ordinate the response to
Somali piracy.
Though Pakistan Navy’s frigates assigned to the two CMF
missions are regularly in the news, one aspect of Pakistan’s
contribution to both forces is its deployment of maritime
patrol aircraft. These are the largely unsung assets that can
patrol huge areas of sea in a single mission and provide real
time response to a crisis. Aircraft were often the first CMF
assets on scene in an emergency to ascertain the facts of the
situation, establish contact with any parties in need of
assistance, and relay that information back to CMF
headquarters
in
Bahrain.
Pakistan’s
longest
range/endurance assets are its P-3C Orions though it is also
in the process of modernizing its latest ATR-72 Maritime
Patrol Aircraft. Given the interoperability with aircraft from
other CMF partners that deploy the P-3C or its derivatives;
however, the Pakistani Orion fleet is the natural choice for
the mission.
Another element of both CTF-150 and CTF-151 is capacity
building and training with local navies to enhance
partnerships with regional forces. Pakistan already has
considerable experience in this respect due to having trained
many of the Gulf navies and also continuing to train a wide
range of personnel from regional navies at its own
institutions. There is obviously always more that Pakistan
Navy itself can learn through interacting and operating with
other navies, but for many of the regional navies the capacity
to individually deal with the twin threats of piracy and
terrorism simply are not present (and in some cases may
never be because of the size and limited capabilities of those
forces). Practicing capabilities such as small boat
interdiction drills, search and rescue at sea, helicopter
operations and ship manoeuvres, are all vital skills in
conducting Maritime Interdiction Operations. Additionally,
increased interaction helps break down barriers and
improved co-operation with regional forces, which can only
have a positive outcome.
In sum the constant presence of Pakistan Navy throughout
the region has made it safe for all. Though over 90 percent
of Pakistan’s trade is sea borne, other regional states,
especially those of the Gulf who receive probably over 80
percent of their food by the sea, have also benefited. It is not
only in Pakistan’s interests to maintain its regional security
commitments, but in the interest of all regional states.
Through the efforts of Pakistan Navy it is clear for all that
Pakistan is a responsible state and an active partner in
international collaborative efforts to ensure maritime
security. The CMFs missions would certainly be a lot harder
without Pakistan’s across the spectrum contributions.
Pakistan Navy can truly be said therefore to punch above its
weight by ensuring peace and co-operation in the Indian
Ocean region.

Pakistan To Display Naval Strength In AMAN 17
Drill
Source: The News
10th February 2017

Multinational naval exercise, Aman 17 began with a flag
hoisting ceremony at the PNS Dockyard on Friday,
Commander of the Pakistan Fleet Vice Admiral Arifullah
Hussaini was the chief guest on the occasion.Organised by
Pakistan Navy since 2007, Aman 17 is the 5th edition of this
series of multinational exercises. Naval platforms of nine
participating countries arrived on Thursday.
Over 36 countries are participating in the five-day exercise,
which will help in enhancing interoperability with regional
and extra regional navies thereby acting as a bridge between
the regions. It will also project a positive image of Pakistan
as a country contributing towards regional peace and
stability, said a press release. For the five days of the
exercise, a temporary market has been set up by the port
from where traditional handcrafts of Pakistan are on sale.
This market has furniture, jewellery and handicrafts, for the
exercise participants to shop from.
Upon arrival the visiting ships were given a warm welcome
by senior Pakistan Navy officials while catchy tunes of
national songs were played by PN Band. Officials of the
consulates of the respective countries were also present in
the reception.
Participation details of different countries are as follows:
1. USA Navy has participated in Aman 09 and Aman
11 with naval assets and Special Operation Forces
during Aman 07. This year USA Navy is
participating with 04 naval ships namely USS
AMELIA EARHART, US CGSMAUI, US
CGSAQUIDNEK and USS TYPHOON.
2. Chinese (PLA) Navy has been an active participant
in all Aman exercises.
It has participated in Aman 07, Aman 11 and Aman 13 with
naval assets where as in Aman 09 it participated with Special
Operation Forces team. In Aman 17, Chinese Navy is
participating with 03 ships namely HARBIN DDG 112,
HANDAN FFG 575 and DONGPHINGU AO 960 with Senior
Capt. Bai Yaoping its Mission Commander.
Pakistan Navy's Role Crucial In Maintaining Peace
In Indian Ocean Region
Source: Daily Times
11th February 2017

Under the auspices of Pakistan Navy and in tandem with
Multinational Naval Exercise Aman-17, a three-day
International Maritime Conference commenced today here
at Karachi. Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs
Sartaj Aziz was the chief guest at the opening ceremony.
The National Centre for Maritime Policy Research (NCMPR)
invited eminent scholars from Australia, Brazil, Canada,
China, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, UK, and USA to
deliberate on the topic “Strategic Outlook in The Indian

Ocean Region 2030 and Beyond - Evolving Challenges and
Strategies”.
While addressing the audience, the chief guest emphasised
on the importance of uninterrupted use of seas for the
common good. He stated that the marine environment is
also an essential component of global life support system
and investing in marine eco-systems can help us improve
ocean management. He also assured unstinted support of
the Government for the development of maritime sector.
Earlier, Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad
Zakaullah in his opening remarks welcomed all guests and
participants and highlighted the significant role being
played by Pakistan Navy in sustenance of peace and stability
in the Indian Ocean Region. He said that operationalisation
of CPEC and Gwadar Port would lead to an exponential
increase in maritime activities off our coast. Consequently,
responsibilities of Pakistan Navy for maintaining secure
maritime environment will also increase manifold. Recent
establishment of Task Force-88 is also a step forward in this
regard.
Later, President Azad Jammu & Kashmir, former
Ambassador Sardar Masood Khan addressed the gathering
as keynote speaker. He accentuated the challenges and
opportunities of geo-political and economic trends in the
Indian Ocean Region. In the second session of the
conference, Vice Admiral RC Wijegunaratne, Sri Lankan
Naval Chief was the chief guest who appreciated the efforts
of Pakistan Navy in holding Aman-17. The dignitary also
called on Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad
Zakaullah in a separate meeting. During the meeting, the
matters of bilateral naval collaboration and role of PN's
effort in maintaining security and stability in Indian Ocean
regions were discussed.
The prominent speakers of the session, Rear Admiral
Farrokh Ahmed, Commander Karachi deliberated on the
Strategic Options for Pakistan Navy in emerging geopolitical scenario, whereas Dr. Christine Bueger from the
United Kingdom spoke on role of Pakistan in the Western
Indian Ocean Security Architecture. Afterwards, Captain
(Retd) Martin A. Sebastian from Malaysia talked about
Organized Maritime Crimes and discussed different
strategies for their effective management in the region.
In the last session of the day, speakers presented research
papers on note worthy topics like Indian Expansionist
Designs remain the greatest security risk to South Asia,
Strategic Outlook in the Indian Ocean Region: Nuclear
Dimensions and Impact on
Deterrence Stability, and expressed serious concerns on
nuclearisation of maritime domain in Indian Ocean.
Admiral Shahid Karimullah, former Chief of the Naval Staff
was the Chief Guest for the Session.
PM Lauds Pakistan Navy's Remarkable Job
Source: Pakistan Observer
15th February 2017

Feeling happy at the hosting of Multinational Naval Exercise
AMAN-17 prime minister Nawaz Sharif, who saw the
concluding session Tuesday, hailed it as reflective of
confidence of world navies in Pakistan’s ability to be a
reliable defenders of the Indian Ocean and its sea-lanes for
ensuring smooth trading of oil and other commodities
A press release of the PN said that a spectacular sea
maneuvers and Fleet Review in the North Arabian Sea, amid
a joint resolve of 37 countries to be – “Together for Peace”,
was the highlight of the concluding day. Nawaz Sharif being
the chief guest was received on arrival by Navy chief Admiral
Muhammad Zakaullah on board PNS NASR he
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif, Secretary Defence,
Governor Sindh, Chief Minister Sindh, Chairman Joint
Chiefs of Staff Committee, Chief of the Army Staff, Chief of
the Air Staff, Sri Lankan Naval Chief, National Security
Advisor to PM, Ambassadors, Consul Generals, Diplomats
and other high ranking civil and military officials were
present on the occasion.
The Prime Minister was briefed on the overall conduct and
operational perspective of the exercise and was given a
detailed account of the sea based activities.
The premier witnessed different operational serials of the
exercise conducted at sea by participating naval ships,
aircraft, helicopters and PAF fighter jets. These serials
comprised replenishment of men and material from one
ship to another, Rockets Depth Charge (RDC) firing and
surface to surface firing on pre-determined targets. Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif was also presented an impressive fly
past by various aircraft and helicopters of PN, PAF and
participating countries including Japanese P3C Orion
aircraft. In the end, all participating ships of different
countries skim past PNS NASR in a column formation and
presented salute to the dignitary. All the coalition ships also
formed up for traditional “AMAN Formation” to signify
unity and harmony amongst the participating nations
against seaward crimes and maritime terrorism.
Expressing his satisfaction, the Prime Minister lauded the
strenuous efforts of Pakistan Navy for the successful
conduct of Exercise AMAN-17, which is a manifestation of
Pakistan’s policy of constructive engagement with the
comity of nations for peace and stability in the maritime
commons. He further added that presence of such large
number of foreign navies is reflective of confidence of world
navies on Pakistan. He also stated that with this state of
operational readiness, Pakistan Navy is fully prepared and
committed to ensure seaward defence and safeguard
maritime interests of Pakistan.
37 countries participated in this Multinational Naval
Exercise AMAN-17 which was conducted in two phases; the
harbour phase spanned from 11-12 Feb and the sea phase
from 13–14 Feb 17. The harbour phase comprised
International Maritime Conference, seminars, table talks,
cross ships visits, call ons, International Band Display and
Maritime Counter Terrorism Demonstration. Whereas, the
sea phase included practical execution of operational plans
and activities finalized during harbour phase.
Pakistan Navy Has The
Expertise: Sindh Governor
Source: Daily Times
13th February 2017

Best

Professional

Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Muhammad Zakaullah
called on Sindh Governor Muhammad Zubair at the
Governor House on Monday and exchanged views with him
on the regional situation and Pakistan Navy's professional
expertise.
Speaking on the occasion, the Sindh governor said,
“Pakistan Navy is known among those navies of the world
which have the best professional expertise. The
participation of foreign countries in Pakistan Navy's Aman
exercise actually shows their confidence in Pakistan Navy.
The aim of the Aman exercise is to eradicate maritime
terrorism and smuggling.”
Zubair said that the professional expertise, honesty and
preparedness have made Pakistan Navy prominent in the
world and has protected our marine borders from dangers.
Meanwhile, Federal Minister for Climate Change Zahid
Hamid called on Sindh Governor Muhammad Zubair at the
Governor’s House and discussed with him the climate
change prevalent in the world and its possible implications
on Pakistan.
The Sindh governor said on the occasion that Pakistan was
also being affected by the worldwide climate changes',
particularly Sindh province. He stressed the need to raise
awareness among people about the environmental and
climate changes and said that the Climate Ministry was
playing its due role in this regard.

during the 1965 war. The result of Ghazi’s aggressive
deployment was the bottling up of the Indian fleet that did
not dare to sail out of its harbour, deciding to sit out the war
due to fear. S N Kohli, the Indian deputy naval chief, writes
in ‘We Dared’ about the infuriation and shame of the Indian
sailors who felt belittled by the timidity of their high
command.
The memory of such pusillanimity rankled with the Indian
military planners who set about raising the stock of their
navy during the inter-war years. The upshot of the 1965
humiliation was the comprehensive modernisation and
development of the Indian navy that effectively tripled its
size by 1971. The Indian naval build-up in the shape of four
submarines and eight OSAs, a class missile boats, was not
matched by Pakistan where a phasing out plan of the WWII
vintage surface fleet was under progress.
The 1971 war that was mostly fought in the eastern half of
the country saw a daring action by the Pakistan navy that
was outmatched on the surface by the Indian navy. In order
to keep the Indian fleet confined to its coast, the Pakistan
navy deployed three submarines on nodal points along the
Indian Western coast.

Each year he grows more restless, the salt flows through his
veins/ But the depths are for the young, not the old with
many pains.” - Soul of a Submariner by John Chaffey,

The Daphne-class submarine Hangor prowled the sea along
the coast opposite Bombay. It came across a mouthwatering opportunity to sink the Indian fleet, which was
moving out of Bombay on the night between December 2
and December 3. But it restrained itself due to the rules of
engagement given by the Pakistan Naval Headquarters to
not attack any warship unless it attacked first. However, in
subsequent duels, when permission was granted, Hangor
sunk an Indian anti-submarine frigate INS Khukri off the
coast of Kathiawar on December 9. Hangor defied Indian
attempts to destroy it through 150 depth charges and
remained instrumental in bottling up the Indian fleet.
Indians only managed two missile attacks on Karachi
harbour, sinking PNS Khaibar and a small minesweeper.

The above couplet sums up the self-immolating temerity of
those silent prowlers who risk death and discomfort by
moving intrepidly across the ocean currents in the stygian
gloom of sea depths. Life under the sea is not for the
fainthearted; it takes a special breed to come up to the verity
of John Chaffey’s poetic tribute to the submariners. Life in a
submarine is tough and risky. It conjures a scene from
Titanic when the band plays, “Nearer my God to Thee”
before sinking – a far cry indeed from the happy utopia
depicted in a famous song sung by the Beatles, ‘Yellow
submarine’.

Indian war historians, in an attempt to gloss over the gross
under-utilisation of their scared navy, have resorted to
hyperboles while describing Karachi harbour attacks. They
have cleverly tried to mask the infamy of the cowardly
attacks on two merchant ships – Gulfstar and Helmsman –
in blatant disregard of international law. The Pakistan Navy
– in order to hunt Vikrant and also relieve pressure on
depleted naval resources in the eastern theatre – decided to
send the only submarine with pluck and range to accomplish
the arduous mission: the redoubtable veteran of 1965, ie the
Ghazi.

For a country like Pakistan – which is faced with the threat
of a much larger and aggressive Indian navy – submarines
are the ultimate levellers. The fear of submarines can induce
circumspection and a little humility in Indian military
planners that set great store through a blue water navy
bristling with arms to browbeat smaller regional navies in a
quest for the dominance of the Indian Ocean.

In the eastern theatre, the Indians had a decisive superiority
with a Task Force comprising aircraft-carrier Vikrant, two
frigates, a destroyer, a submarine and a few patrol vessels.
Pakistan just had four gunboats and few small riverine
crafts. Some war historians also report that Indians had
hidden the INS Vikrant, their much-vaunted aircraft carrier,
in the backwaters of the Andaman Sea as they feared
Pakistani submarines.

The Ghazi Saga
Source: International The News
15th February 2017

The Tench-class fast-attack diesel electric submarine called
Ghazi by the Pakistan Navy was leased to Pakistan in 1963
and was the only submarine that was held by any navy

The Ghazi, with a 92-member crew under the command of
Commander Zafar, embarked upon its daring and hazardous

3,000 miles trek from Karachi to the eastern theatre on
November 14, 1971. Its last message was received on
November 26 while rounding the coast of Sri Lanka. It
bypassed Vishakapatnam, the Indian navy’s eastern base on
the scent of the Vikrant like a bloodhound. As Vikrant had
moved far ahead to hide in the Andaman Sea, the submarine
failed to locate its intended prey. It turned back and came
towards the Vishakapatnam Port for the second part of its
mission to lay mines in the narrow approach to the harbour.
Naval Exercise to Prove Endeavour of Readiness
For Peace: Nawaz
Source: Pakistan Observer
14th February 2017

The AMAN-17 multinational naval exercise will be an
endeavour of readiness for the promotion of peace,
according to Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif.The premier is
due to visit Karachi today to witness the exercise in person,
according to a statement from the PM’s office, which adds
that the premier also extended his gratitude to the
participating countries for joining Pakistan Navy at the
exercise in such large numbers.
He also stated that maritime security challenges in the
Indian Ocean are multidimensional and multifaceted.
Threats like maritime terrorism, drug trafficking, and piracy
have acquired international dimensions. Cooperation
between international navies imperative to counter these
emerging threats, the PM said.
Pakistan, Nawaz affirmed, being a major stakeholder in
maritime security of Arabian Sea is fully committed to
ensuring freedom of navigation and lawful maritime order.
During his visit to the metropolis, the PM will also be
meeting the Sindh governor and chief minister at Governor
House, where he will get briefings on progress on
infrastructure projects including the Green Line Mass
Transit, Lyari Expressway, and the Karachi Circular Railway
projects. The premier will also be briefed about the Karachi
Bulk Water Supply (K-IV) project.
On Saturday, the PM’s top foreign policy aide Sartaj Aziz
said that maritime security challenges in the Indian Ocean
have grown and are affected by ‘key variables’ such as
militarisation, the involvement of major external powers,
and non-traditional security threats due to the presence of
several conflict zones in the region.
Indian ocean has emerged as a key arena of geopolitics as
strategic interests of the world are routed in this region, said
Defence Minister Khawaja Asif while winding up the 3-day
7th International Maritime Conference here Monday, to
make it clear that the role of Pakistan Navy in keeping the
area peaceful and protected has increased manifold.
The Conference, held as in tandem with Multinational
Exercise AMAN 17, concluded after three days of
deliberations on maritime security, economy and marine
environment. A large number of public and private sector
participants from Pakistan and around the world created an
ideal opportunity for the exchange of ideas.

The defence minister said that China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor is rightfully considered as a game changer not only
for Pakistan but for the economic development and
prosperity of the entire region”, The minister said that
overwhelming reliance on the sea routes and increasing
volume of global sea borne trade has enhanced the
importance of Indian ocean region for the world community.
Pakistan Navy Is Capable Of Dealing With All
Challenges: Naval Chief
Source: Online International News
12th February 2017

Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Zakaullah on Saturday said that
Pakistan Navy is fully capable of dealing with all kinds of
challenges. He was addressing the inaugural session of 7th
International Maritime Conference. He also said that
strategic changes continue to occur in the region which
increases the need of martitime security.
Chief of Naval Staff said that Pakistan Navy is cooperating
with navies of other countries for the protection of the
territorial waters as no country is capable of doing it on their
own. He expressed his optimism that the conference will
prove to be effective.
Zakaullah also said, “The eyes of the world are set on the
security of the sea routes for promotion of trade as there are
several dangers in the seas which includes drugs
smuggling.” He added, “The country’s economy can be
improved by making the sea routes secure.” He also said that
a special force has been forced for the security of China
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and Gwadar Port to
ensure that it has a positive impact on the country’s
economy and the country develops.
Addressing the opening session of Conference, President
Azad Kashmir Masood Khan said the China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) has furthered the need for
augmenting the maritime security. He said all naval forces
across the world have a pivotal role in maritime security.
Addressing the conference the adviser on Foreign Affairs
Sartaj Aziz said that nuclearization and militarization of
Indian Ocean poses a grave threat to the regional peace and
security. Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz has said
nuclearization and militarization of Indian Ocean poses a
grave threat to the regional peace and security.
He was addressing the opening session of seventh
international maritime conference in Karachi today.
Highlighting the significance of the Indian Ocean, Sartaj
Aziz said Indian Ocean provides connectivity to the Middle
East, Africa and Australia with Europe.
The Adviser said Pakistan has strategic stakes in peaceful
navigation of cargoes in the Indian Ocean because of
Gwadar Port and CPEC. He said the government is Taking
all the requisite steps to ensure maritime security in the
ocean.

Japanese Shipping Companies In Troubled Waters
Source: Maritime Logistics Professional
1st February 2017

Though the challenging market conditions in the container
shipping industry continued to add pressure to Japan’s
major shipping companies, turnaround seen as write-downs
set to fizzle out, earnings forecasts upgraded, reports Nikkei.
Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha (NYK Line) reported the
largest net loss for the nine-month period which amounted
to JPY 226 billion ($ 1.98 billion) in the first nine months of
fiscal year 2016 ended December 31.
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha (K Line) concluded the nine-month
period with a net loss of JPY 54.5 billion ($ 478.5 million)
where as Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL) has posted a massive loss
of JPY 220bn ($2bn) for the first nine months of the 2016
financial year. According to Reuters, NYK, the biggest of the
three by sales, lowered its forecast for an operating loss for
the year to March 31 to 17 billion yen ($149.87 million) from
an earlier 25.5 billion yen deficit prediction.
Mitsui OSK trimmed its loss estimate by 7 billion yen to an
8 billion yen loss prediction, while Kawasaki Kisen now sees
a full year operating deficit of 43 billion yen compared with
a 44 billion yen loss forecast three months ago.The three
Japanese marine shippers each upgraded their earnings
forecasts Tuesday (February 01, 2017) amid a recovery in
rates, says Nikkei.
Nippon Yusen now expects to break even on a pretax basis
for the year ending March 31 rather than incurring a 26
billion yen ($230 million) pretax loss as it projected earlier.
Mitsui O.S.K. looks to earn a pretax profit of 8 billion yen,
reversing a forecast of a 3 billion yen loss, and Kawasaki
Kisen sees a smaller pretax loss of 47 billion yen rather than
54 billion yen.
But the bottom lines are soft for the three companies.
Nippon Yusen is booking an impairment charge in the
marine resources development business, and Mitsui O.S.K.
warned of a possible write-down on container vessels. These
come in addition to the heavy impairment charges the
companies recorded recently.
MSC Confirms Acquisition Of Hanjin’s Stake In U.S.
Ports Operator
Source: Ships & Ports
2nd February 2017

Privately owned MSC, the world's no.2 global shipping line,
said in a statement its subsidiary Terminal Investment (TiL)
had completed the acquisition in conjunction with South
Korea's Hyundai Merchant Marine (HMM), which would

see TiL assuming an 80 percent stake and HMM having the
remaining 20 percent in TTI.
Last month, a U.S. judge gave the green light for the sale of
failed Hanjin's stake in TTI despite objections from
container companies owed money by Hanjin, concerned
whether the shipping group was getting the best price.
The TTI sale included Terminal Investment forgiving $54.6
million in debt owed by Hanjin. The U.S. judge said the sale
was supported by the ports of Seattle and Long Beach. TTI
leases and operates container terminals in Long Beach and
Seattle on the West Coast of the United States.
London Port Annual Volumes Highest Since 2008
Source: World Maritime News
6th February 2017

Trade in the UK’s Port of London in 2016 reached the
highest this decade, rising 10 percent to top 50 million tons
for the first time since 2008, the port said. In 2016, the Port
of London’s terminals handled 50.4 million tons of cargo,
five million tons (or 11 percent) up on 2015.
Prior to 2016, port throughput had been increasing at
between two to three percent, year-on-year, the port further
adds.“Our long term vision is for 60 to 80 million tonnes of
cargo to be traded every year through the Port of London –
more than at any time in the Thames’ history. Passing 50
million tonnes in 2016 is a major milestone towards this
goal,” Robin Mortimer, PLA chief executive, said.
According to the Port of London, the growth was principally
in oil trades which rose by 22 percent from 10.9 million tons
in 2015 to 13.3 million tons in 2016. Additionally, containers
and trailers were up 7 percent to 18 million tons. 2016 saw
the first cargoes delivered to the Thames Oil Port, the former
Coryton oil refinery site now redeveloped as a fuel terminal.
The port further said that DP World London Gateway
handled increasing numbers of ultra large container ships
which operate between Asia and Europe. In addition, testing
of facilities on Berth Three at the deep-sea port started at the
end of 2016. The Port of London comprises over 70
independently owned and operated terminals and port
facilities at different locations on the Thames.

Report: Korea Shipping To Buy Up To 10 Hmm
Vessels
Source: World Maritime News
14th February 2017

The state-backed ship financing company Korea Shipping is
looking to buy up to ten container vessels operated by
Hyundai Merchant Marine (HMM), and lease them back to
the shipping firm.

The financing company, which was established in January
2017 to help local shippers and shipbuilders amid a lengthy
depression seen by the industry, would also purchase
HMM’s stocks and debts as the South Korean shipping giant
aims to boost its financial position, Yonhap News Agency
cited Sohn Byung-doo, a member of the country’s financial
regulator Financial Services Commission.
Through these actions, Korea Shipping is expected to
provide around KRW 720 billion (USD 633.7 million) of
financial support to Hyundai Merchant Marine by the end of
March.
It is estimated that around KRW 150 billion would be set
aside for the purchase of HMM stocks, while the remaining
amount would be used to buy debts convertible into the
shipper’s stocks, Yonhap informed.
The move comes on the back of the prolonged shipping woes
experienced during 2016, which culminated in the
bankruptcy of the South Korean container carrier Hanjin
Shipping in late August.
Due to a number of asset sales undertaken in 2016, Hyundai
Merchant Marine managed to narrow its net loss for the full
year to KRW 4.4 billion from a net loss of KRW 627 billion
seen in the previous year, the company earlier said in a stock
exchange filing.
Although the shipping firm cut its net loss, the company’s
operating loss widened by 198 percent year-on-year as it
stood at KRW 833.3 billion at the end of 2016, compared to
an operating loss of KRW 279.3 billion reported a year
earlier, while its revenue for the period dropped by some 18
percent to KRW 4.58 trillion from KRW 5.64 trillion seen in
fiscal year 2015.
Algeria: National Shipping
Delivery Of New Cargo Ship

Company

Takes

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
10th February 2017

The National Shipping Company (CNAN) took delivery at
Algiers Port, of a new cargo ship, which will be exploited by
its subsidiary CNAN -north. The USD$25million ship
“Timgad” has been manufactured in China. Its capacity can
reach 12,000 tonnes of goods and 800 containers. This is the
7th ship purchased by CNAN-North as part of the CNAN
Group capacity building programme, which fleet currently
includes 9 ships and its subsidiary CNAN Med bought two
cargo ships.
The national merchant navy development plan eyes the
purchase of 25 ships, including 18 cargo ships for CNAN
North and seven for CNAN Med. This plan aims to meet the
growing demand in terms of maritime transportation,
responsible for the conveying of 95% of imported goods by
Algeria. The plan also ambitions to increase the share of the
national shipowners to 30% of the Algerian nonhydrocarbon goods transport market by 2020 against less
than 3% currently, Minister of Transport and Public Works

Boudjemaa Talai told the press. In this regard, the minister
insisted on the need for strengthening of the national
maritime fleet and the maritime transport.
However, the programme of ship purchase remains
“insufficient” to reach the set goals, said Talai who
announced the creation of other maritime companies, plus
CNAN Med and CNAN North. He also mentioned the
creation of joint ventures with foreign maritime companies.
CNAN-North transports the goods between Algeria and the
ports of Anvers (Belgium), Hamburg (Germany), Istanbul
(Turkey) and Charleston (U.S.), while CNANA Med covers
the Mediterranean region notably France, Spain and Italy.

Seabourn Encore Collides
Carrier In Timaru Port

With

Cement

Source: World Maritime News
13th February 2017

Seabourn Encore broke its moorings and hit a passing
cement carrier in Port of Timaru, New Zealand, on February
12, 2017. The 2016-built cruise ship, owned by the US-based
cruise line Seabourn, arrived at the port on Sunday morning
and was scheduled to depart for Akaroa, New Zealand, at
6:00 p.m., according to the port’s data.
However, the ship collided with Milburn Carrier II, a 1987built cement carrier, “after sudden high winds caused the
ship’s aft mooring lines to part and break free”, a
spokesperson of Seabourn told World Maritime News.
Reports say that the collision caused damage to the hull of
the cement carrier. No injuries were reported on either
vessel.
Investigators arrived on the scene to inspect the cause of the
accident. Following the inspection, Seabourn Encore was
cleared to sail by authorities and departed for its next
scheduled port call in Akaroa, according to the firm. The
40,350 gross ton Seabourn Encore is on a 16-night itinerary,
which departed from Sydney on February 2, 2017.
Port Miami Sets Global Record In Cruise Passenger
Numbers
Source: Miami Today
7th February 2017

PortMiami had another strong year in 2016, coming close to
hitting the 5 million multi-day passenger mark.
The port’s latest cruise season set a world record in cruise
passenger traffic with 4.98 million multi-day passengers, a
1.5% increase from the previous year.
The numbers follow the port’s tradition of annual increases
in passenger numbers. In 2015, PortMiami processed 4.91
million multi-day passengers – also more than any other
port in the world at the time. The year before, the port saw
4.77 million multi-day passengers. Passengers are counted
when boarding and again when departing, meaning that
almost 2.5 million individuals took multi-day cruises
through the port last year.

The most recent cruise season welcomed Norwegian Cruise
Line’s new build ship the Escape, Aida Cruise Line’s Aida
Mar, Aida Vita and the Aida Diva, Carnival Cruise Lines’
Splendor, and Royal Caribbean’s Empress of the Seas.
December alone saw the port welcome two additional newbuild ships – Carnival Cruise Lines’ Vista and Regent Seven
Seas’ Explorer.
In 2015, “We were recently honored by the industry with the
2017 Best US Port Award – a ranking for going above and
beyond in customer service, quality operations, and all
around excellence,” said PortMiami director Juan Kuryla in
an emailed statement. Additionally, we recently kicked-off a
capital infrastructure program to facilitate a new era of
smart cruising,” Mr. Kuryla said. “The port is transforming
its cruise landscape, which includes the restoration and
modernization of its terminals to accommodate the
industry’s newer generation of cruise ships.”
These new ships include the MSC Seaside, scheduled to
arrive later this year, and the Norwegian Bliss, scheduled to
arrive in 2018. The port last year entered a public-private
partnership with Royal Caribbean Cruises for the
construction of a roughly $200 million brand new cruise
terminal that will accommodate the cruise line’s biggest
ships, including its Oasis class.
“The agreement allows Royal Caribbean to design,
construct, operate and maintain the new Cruise Terminal
A,” Mr. Kuryla said. “[It will be] the largest most innovative
cruise facility in the US once completed in late 2018.”
PortMiami is among America’s busiest ports and recognized
as a global gateway. It contributes more than $27 billion
annually to Miami-Dade County.
Shipping’s Long, Slow Turn
Source: Bloomberg
9th February 2017

Turning round a big ship is such a difficult task that it's long
been a metaphor for reversing processes driven by their own
near-unstoppable momentum.It's a decent way of
describing the problems of the container-shipping industry
in recent years. Warnings about overcapacity date back
almost a decade, yet even with a slowdown in trade, the
global box fleet just kept growing and growing and
growing.The deadweight tonnage of the world's container
ships more than doubled in the decade through June 2016
and didn't decline in any single quarter, according to IHS
Global Ltd. data compiled by Bloomberg Intelligence. Even
after demolitions of older and unprofitable ships began to
outstrip orders of new vessels in 2012, the fleet kept
expanding for four years.Then something changed. Since
June, 104 ships have left the global fleet, reducing capacity
by about 2.5 million deadweight tons. That's helped lift
rates: The price for shipping a 40-foot container from Hong
Kong to Los Angeles has tripled from $776 to $2,336 at the
end of January, according to Drewry, the London-based
research firm -- the highest level for the route since 2013,
and not far below the record in figures dating back to 2011.
In many ways, the world's container lines still appear to be
in heavy seas. Hanjin Shipping Co., South Korea's biggest

line until it sought bankruptcy protection last August, may
start to be liquidated soon after a Seoul judge ended its
receivership earlier this month, Bloomberg News reported
Thursday.A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S, owner of the world's
biggest container line, this week surprised the market by
posting its second annual loss since World War II and
warned of the "very negative effect" of any trade war
between China and the U.S.There's good news buried in
both events, though. A fire sale of Hanjin's assets is the best
possible of the likely outcomes for a shipping industry awash
in excess capacity (having scrap dealers buy the entire fleet
would be better still). And Maersk forecast net income at its
container line would be about $1 billion higher than the
$384 million loss this year, thanks in part to container
demand that's growing faster than capacity for the first time
in at least 15 quarters.
Container lines face a few remaining squalls. While prices on
routes from China to the U.S. and Europe have rebounded,
the traditional discount for boxes going in the other
direction is as deep as ever, so most lines continue to make
losses. And that trade war could still happen, though U.S.
container port volumes grew at a healthy 8.7 percent annual
clip in December.Still, with capacity easing and a reported
three-way takeover battle for Hong Kong's Orient Overseas
Container Line Co. marking a likely endpoint to the wave of
consolidation in the last 12 months, the industry's worst
years are finally slipping into its wake.
Greek Shipping Presses
Greenhouse Gas Reduction

For

IMO

Lead

In

Source: Tornos News
12th February 2017

Greek shipping interests, foremost among Europe's
maritime shipping blocs, stepped up pressure on the EU this
month to agree that the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) is the best and foremost global
institution tasked with promoting, enacting and
implementing action to reduce greenhouse emissions by
ocean-going vessels.
Speaking during last week's Union of the Greek Shipowners
(EEE) general assembly, Theodore Veniamis, the group's
president, said this position is increasingly gaining ground
around the Union.He added that a final decision will be
taken shortly by European institutions, "and we're
continuing efforts to change opinions, in close cooperation
with European Community Shipowners’ Associations
(ECSA), the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) and
other friendly shipping unions, given that we've succeeded
in persuading our North European members to back
positions by international shipping interests that are
friendlier for the sector."Greek shipping companies and
ship-owners have vociferously lobbied against stricter
emissions standards applying only to European shipping
and European ports, saying a global approach is fairer and
more effective.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (1-15 February 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

1-Feb-17

88,440

23,365

111,805

2-Feb-17

64,818

24,668

89,486

3-Feb-17

87,783

32,408

120,191

4-Feb-17

111,996

7,951

119,947

7-Feb-17

297,797

120,019

417,816

8-Feb-17

118,788

31,729

150,517

10-Feb-17

180,903

33,170

214,073

11-Feb-17

116,266

24,234

140,500

14-Feb-17

239,336

79,091

318,427

15-Feb-17

124,984

124,984

136,879

Fortnightly
Total

1,017,048

501,619

1,819,641

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (1-15 February 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

99,789

10,773

110,562

2-Feb-17
3-Feb-17

134,936

32,338

167,274

4-Feb-17

120,548

40,465

161,013

8-Feb-17

81,779

23,484

105,263

10-Feb-17

81,409

44,612

126,021

14-Feb-17

41,838

3,272

95,437

15-Feb-17

65,517

48,982

114,499

Fortnightly Total

625,816

203,926

880,069

Source: Business Recorder

Navy Commander Inspects Advanced Vessels Being
Built For Sri Lanka Navy
Source: News.LK
2nd February 2017

Commander of the Navy, Vice Admiral Ravindra
Wijegunaratne who is on a five-day official visit to India,
made an inspection visit onboard the Advanced Offshore
Patrol Vessels, which are being built for the Sri Lanka Navy,
at the Goa Shipyard Limited in India.
The Commander was warmly received by the Chairman and
Managing Director of Shipyard Ltd. Rear Admiral (Retd)
Shekhar Mital and held cordial discussions. Mementoes
were also exchanged. The Commander was briefed on the
work in progress of the two Advanced Vessels by the Rear
Admiral (Retd) Shekhar Mital.
On completion of the visit of inspection, the Commander of
the Navy extended his gratitude toRear Admiral Mital and
his crew for undertaking this project. During this visit, Vice
Admiral Wijegunaratne took time off to get onboard one of
the Indian Coastguard Ships and took part in a practical
shooting session at the Small Arms Simulator aboard as
well.
Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding Delivers First
Sigma 10514 Pkr Frigate To Indonesian Ministry Of
Defence
Source: Damen
2nd February 2017

Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding has handed over the
first SIGMA 10514 Perusak Kawal Rudal (PKR) frigate to the
Indonesian Ministry of Defence, on schedule and on budget.
The ceremony took place at the PT PAL shipyard in
Surabaya where the vessel was assembled. The Indonesian
Ministry of Defence awarded the contract to Damen as main
contractor for the construction of the first SIGMA 10514
PKR in December 2012. On receiving the ship, named the
Raden Eddy Martadinata after one of the founders of the
Indonesian Navy, the Ministry handed it on to the Navy.
The 105-metre, 2365 tonne PKR frigates are designed to
undertake a wide range of missions in and around the waters
of Indonesia, an archipelago nation made up of over 18,000
islands. Their primary mission is anti-air, anti-surface and
anti-submarine warfare. However, they are also equipped
for maritime security, search and rescue, and humanitarian
support tasks.
The Raden Eddy Martadinatawas built using a collaborative
modular process operating simultaneously at Damen
Schelde Naval Shipyard (DSNS) in the Netherlands and PT
PAL shipyard. The vessel is made up of six modules, and for
the Raden Eddy Martadinata four of these were built at PT
PAL while the other two modules – the power plant and the
bridge & command centre - were built and fully tested at
DSNS before being shipped for final assembly at PT PAL.

This process brings many other benefits, including allowing
Damen to build top quality vessels anywhere in the world. It
also is the best way for Damen to fulfil its contractual
obligation to Indonesia’s defence ministry to deliver an
exceptionally extensive knowledge and technology transfer
programme. This has the explicit aim of establishing a
centre of naval shipbuilding expertise at the PT PAL
shipyard. By collaborating closely on the first two vessels the
transfer of skills and upgrading of the yard is taking place
smoothly and with a strong spirit of cooperation.
Construction of the second frigate using the same procedure
is now well advanced with sea trials due May 2017, and
delivery October 2017.
Naval Patrol Boat Gift From Oman 'Too Big' For
Cyprus Naval Bases
Source: Sky News
3rd February 2017

A patrol boat given as a gift to Cyprus by Oman is too big to
dock at the island's main naval base, according to reports.
Instead the 61m (200ft) boat - Cyprus' first open sea vessel
- will have to moor at the civilian ports of either Limassol or
Larnaca when it arrives next week, said the Phileleftheros
newspaper.
Oman paid for a £3.4m refit of the boat, which weighs 948
tonnes and has a top speed of 15 knots.It was given as a
'thank you' for the warm welcome the Oman defence
minister received when he visited the island in November
2013.
The vessel, due to arrive at the island next week, is being
crewed by Omani and Cypriot officers during its voyage to
the island so that sailors from the sultanate can train the new
crew.A second craft, bought from Israel, is expected to be
added to the modest Cypriot navy in December.They are
expected to be used to patrol Cyprus's coastal waters where
energy giants including France's Total and Italy's Eni are
exploring for natural gas and oil. Cyprus is now looking to
extend its Evangelos Florakis naval base.

Preventive Strategies For Maritime Security
Source: Marine Link
15thFebruary 2017

The importance of well-coordinated, risk-based preventive
strategies to counter maritime security threats was
highlighted by International Maritime Organization (IMO)'s
Chris Trelawny, Special Adviser on Maritime Security and
Facilitation, during a debate at the United Nations Security
Council (13 February).
The UN body, which has the responsibility for maintenance
of international peace and security, adopted a resolution

urging international collaboration to protect critical
infrastructure from terrorist attacks.

ships," the spokesman said, without providing a new cost
estimate for the programme.

Speaking during the open debate, Trelawny highlighted
IMO’s extensive programme of technical cooperation
activities to assist Member States to develop capacity and
capability to deter, prevent, detect and respond to security
threats. IMO has adopted a range of mandatory instruments
which support the protection of critical infrastructure,
including maritime security measures for ships and ports
under the SOLAS Convention; the Facilitation Convention,
which addresses the stay and departure of ships; and the
suppression of unlawful acts (SUA) treaties.

The new ships, to be delivered from 2023, will be used for
attacking targets on land and underwater, as well as
providing aerial protection to other vessels. The three teams
bidding to build the new warships are the Bremen-based
shipyard Luerssen and Thyssen Krupp Marine Systems,
Blohm + Voss and the Dutch group Damen shipyards, and
German Naval Yards paired with Britain's BAE Systems,
according to security sources.

IMO has also developed a range of guidance, selfassessment tools and training materials for the protection of
ports, ships and offshore installations. IMO’s main focus is
on preventive security through a continuous risk
management process.
Ms Amlin Lead Insurer On Hsv 2 Swift Attack,
Reports Claim
Source: Insurance Marine News
13thFebruary 2017

MS Amlin is the lead insurer on a $25m marine war loss
from a ship sunk off the coast of Yemen in October, reports
Insurance Insider. The war loss relates to HSV 2 Swift,
which Houthi rebels in Yemen claimed to have hit with an
anti-ship missile on October 1st last year. HSV 2 is UAEregistered aluminium catamaran-style vessel. The policy
was 100% placed via a Marsh marine war facility in Dubai.
HSV-2 Swift, built in Australia in 2003, was formerly a
proof-of-concept ship for the US Navy’s Joint High Speed
Vessel program. The attack resulted in it being gutted by
explosion and fire. HSV-2 Swift was transiting the Bab Al
Mandeb strait between the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden
when it was struck at night. Gutted, but still floating, the
vessel was moved to Eritrea for salvage.
Built in Australia in 2003 by Incat, the Swift was an early
prototype for the U.S. Navy’s vision of high-speed multihull
transports. Under lease to the US Military, the concept
evolved into today’s class of 103-meter Joint High Speed
Vessels, starting with the USNS Spearhead (JHSV1), which
replaced HSV 2 Swift. Austal has so far built six for the JSHV
fleet. Swift operated with a crew of 17 contract mariners.
Germany To Buy Six Warships
Source: Reuters
13thFebruary 2017

German Defence Minister Ursula von der Leyen has decided
to buy six MKS-180 multi-role warships instead of putting
off a decision on two of those ships until 2030, her
spokesman said on Monday. The ministry decided last
October to delay a tender for four warships, which was
valued at 4 billion euros (£3.4 billion), to ensure that quality
standards were met. A decision on two extra warships had
initially been planned in 2030."The need is there. Now the
minister has decided to buy all six of the required MKS-180

Von der Leyen's decision comes against the backdrop of
increased pressure from U.S. President Donald Trump for
Germany and other NATO countries to spend more on their
own defences. Germany is boosting military spending by
nearly 2 billion euros in 2017 to 37 billion euros, or 1.22
percent of gross domestic product (GDP), but said it would
take time to reach the NATO target of spending 2 percent of
GDP on defence.
The German government, together with France, has been
pushing for greater European defence and security
cooperation, especially after Britain's vote to leave the
European Union. Berlin has also deepened its bilateral
military ties with the Netherlands and Norway with recent
agreements. On Monday, Norway announced that Germany
would buy naval strike missiles from its Kongsberg Gruppen
for more than 10 billion crowns (£895.1 million).
The German defence ministry said the two countries would
work together on developing the Norwegian firm's missile.
The MKS-180 ships are to be the first to be outfitted with the
new missiles, and they will become standard equipment on
German and Norwegian frigates in the longer term.
The German minister's decision to buy all six ships will not
affect the current procurement process, with the two
additional ships to be purchased under a separate lot, the
spokesman said.
Naval Ship Returns From The Gambia
Source: The Nation
14thFebruary 2017

Nigerian Navy Ship (NNS) Unity, which the Federal
Government deployed in ousting former Gambian President
Yahya Jammeh, has returned. The ship arrived at the Naval
Dockyard Limited yesterday after its first major task since it
was inaugurated into the naval fleet last December by
President Muhammadu Buhari. Although Jammeh
relinquished power to his successor, Adama Barrow, at the
time the warship entered The Gambia’s waters through
Dakar in Senegal, it was gathered that NNS Unity remained
in the area for several days in readiness to battle likely
resistance from Jammeh’s forces. It was learnt that the ship
was armed and ready for war but did not shoot a bullet
throughout its stay in the troubled country.

Record High Crude Oil Tanker Deliveries Adds
Instant Freight Rate Pressure
Source: Hellenic shipping
3rd February 2017

January 2017 already accounts for 22% of the crude oil
tankers previous year’s total deliveries, due to tremendous
VLCC delivery growth. On an unprecedented scale, 5.5m
DWT of crude oil tanker capacity (up 220% from January
2016), has already been delivered in 2017(according to
preliminary data from VesselsValue.com). January 2017
accounts for 22% of the crude oil tankers previous year’s
total deliveries. In comparison to the totals of 2015 and
2014, this 2017 figure amounts to 48% and 51%,
respectively. January 2016, in terms of crude oil tanker
deliveries of 2.5m DWT, hit record levels in relation to the
previous two years. However, that level has been dwarfed by
the tremendous amount of deliveries in January 2017.
China’s Fuel Exports And Crude Imports End 2016
With A Bang
Source: Hellenic shipping
3rd February 2017

China’s product exports in December eclipsed yet another
record set in November, up by 23.8% y-o-y and 10.3% m-om to hit 1.27 mmb/d. The surge in exports can be attributed
to Chinese refiners’ attempts to fully utilize their leftover
export quotas for the year, as well as destocking ahead of the
nation-wide switch to China V emission standards. The
boost in Chinese crude throughput was also a contributing
factor, as refinery production hit a new high of 11.3 mmb/d
(up by 3.7% y-o-y).
Chinese December diesel exports accounted for 431 kb/d
(up by 81.6% y-o-y) while gasoline exports stood at 262 kb/d
(up by 8.6% y-o-y). Rising Chinese exports lent support to
the rebound in Medium Range (MR) tanker rates in
December, which spiked by $2.43/T m-o-m for the
AG/Japan route basis 35 kt. We expect the growth in
Chinese product exports to ease in January from
December’s highs ahead of firm domestic demand during
the Lunar New Year. Increased travelling during the weeklong holiday typically boosts domestic use of gasoline and jet
fuel. This is likely to have limited any further rally in MR
rates in January.
Crude imports into China broke another record in
December, reaching 8.57 mmb/d (up by 9.6% y-o-y) due to
increased buying ahead of the OPEC and non-OPEC deal to
cut production in January. The Chinese government
recently issued the first batch of crude import quotas for
2017, with around 918 kb/d allocated to independent
refiners. This is around 40% less than the quota issued in

2016, which has raised many concerns regarding crude
imports for this year.
However, it is worth noting that the teapot refiners imported
an estimated 800-850 kb/d of crude for the whole of 2016,
which is still less than the first batch of quotas for 2017.
Furthermore, the first batch of quotas is calculated based on
import volumes for January-October 2016, which implies
that another batch is likely to follow later in the year. Also,
this does not include quotas that may be granted to refiners
who applied but have yet to receive them such as Henan
Fengli Petrochemical. Overall, there is still room for teapot
refiners to raise crude imports in 2017 amidst falling
domestic production. Government policy remains the
biggest risk in China as the independent refiners face
increased scrutiny and tighter regulations.
Rise In Freight Volumes At The Port Of Gothenburg
Source: Hellenic shipping
3rd February 2017

Freight volumes at the Port of Gothenburg rose by almost
three million tonnes in 2016 – up from 38.2 million tonnes
in 2015 to 40.9 million tonnes last year. Car exports-imports
and energy products enjoyed a particularly successful year
with rises of 15% and 12% respectively. Container volumes
were down 3%. The freight figures for 2016 have just been
released.
Last year, the volume of freight handled at the Port of
Gothenburg rose by 7% to 40.9 million tonnes, compared to
38.2 million tonnes in 2015. “The upturn can be attributed
largely to the rise in the number of cars shipped via the port
but also to higher volumes at the Energy Port and a good rate
of activity at our ro-ro terminals,” said Magnus Kårestedt,
Gothenburg Port Authority chief executive.
The Port of Gothenburg is the largest automotive export
point in Sweden. There are also substantial imports,
including Mazda, Nissan and Renault. In 2016, 246,000
cars passed through the port – up 15% on the year before
and the highest figure recorded since the financial crisis of
2008. A significant factor in the surge in car movements is
Volvo’s continued sales success abroad.
Some 90% of Swedish foreign trade takes place by sea. In the
case of trade with countries outside Europe, container
vessels are the most common mode of transport. Some
798,000 containers were handled at the Port of Gothenburg
in 2016, a year-on-year fall of 3%.
Mr Kårestedt explained: “The container terminal has had a
challenging year with the labour dispute with the
Dockworkers’ Union, which has escalated and resulted in
major disruptions. This is highly unfortunate and it has
affected the whole of Swedish industry. We are, however,
working on the assumption that the parties will find
solutions that will prove sustainable in the long term.”

Ro-ro freight increased during the year. A total of 538,000
ro-ro units were shipped, up 2% on 2015.
Gothenburg has the largest open access energy port in the
Nordic region and it handles half of Sweden’s crude oil
imports. The Energy Port produces petrol, diesel, asphalt
and a range of other products. The proportion of renewables
is growing. A total of 23.7 million tonnes of oil and energy
products were handled in 2016, up 12% on the year before
and a new record high for the Port of Gothenburg.
Glencore 2016 Coal Production Slumps 5% On Year
To 125 Mil Mt
Source: Hellenic shipping
3rd February 2017

Diverse miner Glencore produced 124.9 million mt of coal
during 2016, falling 5% year on year, primarily due to the
divestment of Optimum Coal in South Africa, the company
said Thursday. The company said in its 2016 production
report that South African export thermal coal output for the
year fell 13% from 2015 to 17.2 million mt, while domestic
output from its mines in the country dropped 30% to 12.1
million mt. Glencore disposed of Optimum Coal to Tegeta
Exploration & Resources in April after having started
business rescue proceedings in early August last year. It also
closed some smaller mines in the country during the year.
Australian export thermal coal production for 2016 was
steady on the year at 52.5 million mt, while Australian
domestic production climbed 44% to 5.6 million mt, the
miner said.
The miner attributed this to planned increases at the
Mangoola, Rolleston and Ravensworth North mines and
improved production at South Blakefield, which had
experienced “geological challenges” in 2015. Its Australian
mines produced 10% less coking coal during the year at 5.3
million mt due to geological issues at the Oaky Creek mine
earlier in the year, with semi-soft coal output up 17% on-year
to 4.2 million mt.
In Colombia, heavy rainfall resulted in thermal coal
production from Glencore’s Prodeco mine dropping 2% onyear to 17.3 million mt. Its 33.3% pro-rata share of
production from the Cerrejon mine for the year was 10.7
million mt, 4% lower from 2015, also due to weather-related
disruptions. Glencore said it planned to produce around 135
million mt of coal in 2017.
OPEC Cuts Oil Production, But More Work Needed
To Fulfill Deal
Source: Bloomberg Markets
3rd February 2017

OPEC cut output by 840,000 barrels a day last month, but
has more work to do to fully comply with last year’s historic
production deal. The Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries pumped 32.3 million barrels a day in January,
according to a Bloomberg News survey of analysts, oil
companies and ship-tracking data. The 10 members of the
group that pledged to make cuts in Vienna two months ago

implemented 83 percent of those reductions on average, but
their efforts were offset by increases from Iran, Nigeria and
Libya that were permitted under the terms of the agreement.
Accounting for the members who raised output and the
suspension of Indonesia, OPEC’s total output remains
550,000 barrels a day above the target set out in the Nov. 30
deal. That means the group as a whole is only about 60
percent of the way toward the production level it deems
necessary to eliminate a global oversupply and boost prices.
Oil has fluctuated above $50 a barrel since OPEC joined with
11 non-members in December to trim supply by as much as
1.8 million barrels a day. While Middle Eastern producers
from Saudi Arabia to Iraq have implemented cuts and
Russia says it’s ahead of schedule with its own reduction,
wary investors are also considering signs that U.S. drillers
are taking advantage of higher prices to stage a comeback.
Volatility In Asian Finished Steel Market
Source: Hellenic shipping
4thFebruary 2017

The focus on unpredictable ferrous raw material prices
during 2016 was so high that attention on the volatility
affecting finished steel pricing was muted by comparison.
Iron ore shrugged off bearish expectations, ending the year
above US$80/dmt CFR China, said The Steel Index.
Coking coal prices quadrupled over the year to
US$308.8/tonne, while scrap touched its lowest level for
over six years, before soaring over 74% to the highest level
since January 2015. Yet, steel prices in Asia also had a hugely
volatile year, which inevitably led rest-of-world pricing on a
similarly merry dance. TSI’s ASEAN HRC index ended
December 2015 with a barely audible whimper at
US$274.36/t, but ended December 2016 with a roar, at
US$512.33/t, with steel-making costs in retreat.
TSI have frequently commented on the volatility of iron ore,
which has encouraged a flourishing of derivatives trade to
manage rising price-risk. In 2016, average monthly ore
derivatives volumes grew to over 150 million tonnes. Coking
coal volatility proved capable of surprising everyone, too and
the derivatives market grew 119% year-on-year, to 5.5
million tonnes, with the share cleared against TSI indices
surpassing 50% in December.
However, volatility for steel was far from subdued. The
graph below shows a relatively stable 2015, with an average
monthly move of 4%: significantly less than that of ore. By
contrast, 2016 saw many surprised by just how volatile
finished steel prices could be. They moved by an average of
US$39.4/t each month and as much as +US$113/t or –
US$75/t.
Eu Steel Market: Rising Imports Absorb 25% Of
Demand In The Second Half Of 2016
Source: Hellenic shipping
4thFebruary 2017

EU steel demand is expected to continue to recover in 2017

and 2018. A key concern for the European Steel Association
(EUROFER) is the ongoing rise in imports as a result of
unfair trade practices. Having grown 3% year-on-year in the
first half of 2016, the second half of the year saw EU
apparent steel consumption stabilise relative to the same
period in 2015. Distributors trimming stocks, a common –
largely seasonal – phenomenon in this part of the year,
weighed on a still positive trend in real steel consumption.
On balance, the EU steel market expanded by 1.8% in 2016.
Imports rose in Q3-2016 by 10% year-on-year; as a
consequence of the rise in imports, EU domestic deliveries
fell by 2% year-on-year. The latest customs and surveillance
data for Q4 signal that imports rose by another 5% year-onyear.
EUROFER Director General Axel Eggert said, “Total
imports rose by more than 9% in 2016, hitting a multi-year
peak. For the fourth year in a row, imports grew more
strongly than the actual steel market in the EU and yet again
absorbed the modest increase in demand. In the second half
of 2016, imports accounted for 25% of the EU market.”
In 2017 and 2018, apparent steel consumption is forecast to
continue to grow, albeit at a modest rate, thanks to the
expected ongoing recovery of real steel consumption and a
mildly positive impact of the stock cycle.
Mr. Eggert commented, “EUROFER’s key concern is that
the gradual recovery of steel demand in the EU market is
being hampered by unfair trade. In the absence of structural
solutions for excess global capacity and state subsidisation,
overproduction will persist and will continue to severely
distort world trade in steel. This being the case, remedial
measures to restore fair trade conditions in the steel sector
must prevail. We therefore urge the European Commission
to continue to vigorously implement trade defence measures
against dumping into the EU.”

and rehabilitates its oil industry after years of war and
sanctions. The country also disputed the data to be used in
any discussions, insisting that numbers compiled by OPEC
underestimated Iraqi production by about 5 percent. Iraq
ultimately relented, agreeing to reduce its output.
Iraq was close to implementing its share of the agreed
production cuts and would be in full compliance by the end
of the month, Al-Luaibi said Jan. 23. The Middle Eastern
producer had already reduced output by 180,000 barrels a
day and would cut another 30,000 soon, the minister said in
a Bloomberg television interview. December’s highs ahead
of firm domestic demand during the Lunar New Year.
Increased travelling during the week-long holiday typically
boosts domestic use of gasoline and jet fuel. This is likely to
have limited any further rally in MR rates in January.
Crude imports into China broke another record in
December, reaching 8.57 mmb/d (up by 9.6% y-o-y) due to
increased buying ahead of the OPEC and non-OPEC deal to
cut production in January. The Chinese government
recently issued the first batch of crude import quotas for
2017, with around 918 kb/d allocated to independent
refiners. This is around 40% less than the quota issued in
2016, which has raised many concerns regarding crude
imports for this year.

China’s Fuel Exports And Crude Imports End 2016
With A Bang

However, it is worth noting that the teapot refiners imported
an estimated 800-850 kb/d of crude for the whole of 2016,
which is still less than the first batch of quotas for 2017.
Furthermore, the first batch of quotas is calculated based on
import volumes for January-October 2016, which implies
that another batch is likely to follow later in the year. Also,
this does not include quotas that may be granted to refiners
who applied but have yet to receive them such as Henan
Fengli Petrochemical. Overall, there is still room for teapot
refiners to raise crude imports in 2017 amidst falling
domestic production. Government policy remains the
biggest risk in China as the independent refiners face
increased scrutiny and tighter regulations.

Source: OFE insights
4thFebruary 2017

Iraq’s South Oil Exports Said To Fall From Record
On OPEC Cuts

China’s product exports in December eclipsed yet another
record set in November, up by 23.8% y-o-y and 10.3% m-om to hit 1.27 mmb/d. The surge in exports can be attributed
to Chinese refiners’ attempts to fully utilize their leftover
export quotas for the year, as well as destocking ahead of the
nation-wide switch to China V emission standards. The
boost in Chinese crude throughput was also a contributing
factor, as refinery production hit a new high of 11.3 mmb/d
(up by 3.7% y-o-y).

Source: Bloomberg Markets
4thFebruary 2017

Chinese December diesel exports accounted for 431 kb/d
(up by 81.6% y-o-y) while gasoline exports stood at 262 kb/d
(up by 8.6% y-o-y). Rising Chinese exports lent support to
the rebound in Medium Range (MR) tanker rates in
December, which spiked by $2.43/T m-o-m for the
AG/Japan route basis 35 kt. We expect the growth in
Chinese product exports to ease in January from During the
months of negotiation that led to November’s OPEC
agreement, Iraq had insisted repeatedly that it should be
exempted from cuts as it battles the Islamic State insurgency

Iraq’s southern crude oil exports dropped in January from a
record high a month before as the country implements
output cuts agreed by OPEC and other major producers to
curb the global glut.
The nation’s exports decreased 187,000 barrels a day to
3.323 million barrels a day in January from the previous
month, according to a person familiar with the matter, who
didn’t want to be identified because the data isn’t public. The
Oil Ministry’s spokesman couldn’t immediately be reached
on Friday, which is a weekly holiday in Iraq.
Shipments in January from the South Oil Co. were 3.278
million barrels a day and exports from the North Oil Co.
45,000 barrels a day, the person said. Iraq’s exports from
the south had risen to a record average of 3.51 million

barrels a day in December, Oil Minister Jabbar Al-Luaibi
said on Jan. 9.

Source: Reuters
7thFebruary 2017

OPEC and 11 other major-producing countries including
Russia agreed late last year to cut a combined 1.8 million
barrels a day of output for six month starting from January,
with Iraq’s share set at 210,000 barrels. Some analysts
expressed doubts that Iraq would deliver its share of the
cuts, potentially undermining the drive to rebalance the
market and drain inventories bloated by two years of
unfettered production that helped to crash prices.

Ports operator DP World said on Tuesday it expected 2017
growth to be driven by new developments in the
Netherlands, India, Britain and Turkey after reporting a 2.2
percent rise in gross container volumes on a like-for-like
basis in 2016. The Dubai-based company said it handled
63.7 million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU), led by
expansion in the Asia-Pacific and the Indian sub-continent.

China Steel, Iron Ore Fall Again Despite Positive
Economic Signs
Source: Reuters
6thFebruary 2017

China steel and iron ore futures retreated further on Monday
despite positive signs of growth in the country's services and
manufacturing sectors, with investors digesting last week's
unexpected rise in short-term interest rates.
While the hikes by the central bank were modest, they
reinforced views that Beijing is intent on containing capital
outflows and reining in risks to the financial system created
by years of debt-fuelled stimulus. "Adding to the negativity
around Beijing's response to the financial markets, steel
inventories rose between the start and end of the Lunar New
Year and there are high inventories of iron ore at the ports,
so investors are reluctant to keep buying," a trader in
Shanghai said on condition of anonymity.
The most active rebar on the Shanghai Futures Exchange
closed the morning session 2.55-percent lower at 3,093 yuan
($451). On Friday, the contract lost 6.8 percent. Iron ore on
the Dalian Commodity Exchange dropped 3 percent to 607.5
yuan, after losing 5.4 percent on Friday. The trader added
that although markets reopened on Friday from the weeklong Lunar New Year holiday, most investors were only just
"getting their feet back in the markets".
Countering negative sentiment around the hikes, growth in
China's services sector remained strong in January and
prompted companies to hire staff at the fastest pace in 20
months. The strong reading mirrored improvements in
manufacturing surveys last week, giving China's
policymakers more room to focus on containing the
financial risks from a sharp rise in debt. Elsewhere, shipping
interruptions caused by stormy weather cut iron ore
shipments to China from Australia's Port Hedland terminal
in January by 7.8 percent from a month ago.
The port, used by BHP Billiton and Fortescue Metals Group,
saw exports to China slip to 34.5 million tonnes from 37.4
million tonnes in December, after a tropical low swept
across the Pilbara iron ore district on Jan. 27, triggering an
emergency clearing of vessels for just under 18 hours.
Dubai's Dp World Says Europe, India, Turkey To
Lead Growth In 2017

It said gross container volumes grew 3.2 percent on a
reported basis last year. Consolidated volumes, at terminals
over which DP World has control, declined 1.6 percent on a
like-for-like basis to 29.2 million TEU. On a reported basis,
it increased 0.4 percent, DP World said.
In the UAE, its home market, DP World registered a 5.3
percent fall in volumes on a like-for-like basis at 14.8 million
TEUs. The operator said market conditions were
"challenging", particularly at its flagship Jebel Ali Port in
Dubai.
"We are pleased to see volumes stabilising in the UAE and
as we look ahead into 2017, we expect our new developments
in Rotterdam, Nhava Sheva, London Gateway and Yarimca
to drive growth in our portfolio," said Sultan Ahmed bin
Sulayem, DP World's group chairman and chief executive.
The company, which last month announced a $3.7 billion
investment partnership with Canadian pension fund
manager Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec to invest
in ports and terminals worldwide, said it would continue to
maintain discipline in capital spending by adding capacity in
line with demand. The ports operator was well placed to
meet full-year 2016 market expectations, it added.
S&P Global Platts: Opec Output Down To 32.16
Million B/D In January
Source: Hellenic shipping
8thFebruary 2017

The 10 Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) members obligated to reduce oil output under the
landmark agreement signed late last year achieved 91% of
their required cuts in January, with their production falling
1.14 million barrels per day (b/d) from October levels,
according to the latest survey of OPEC and oil industry
officials and analysts by S&P Global Platts, the leading
independent provider of information and benchmark prices
for the commodities and energy markets. Those cuts were,
however, offset partly by output gains in Libya and Nigeria,
which are exempt from the accord, and Iran, which is
allowed to increase its production slightly.
“The market has taken early indications of compliance with
the OPEC/non-OPEC production agreement bullishly, and,
indeed, the cuts that OPEC made in January look strong so
far. But as we are just barely into the six-month deal, it’ll
take a few more months of monitoring to know whether the
discipline that OPEC is displaying will hold,” said Herman
Wang, OPEC Specialist, S&P Global Platts.

In all, OPEC’s 13 members — not including Indonesia, which
suspended its membership at the group’s last meeting —
produced 32.16 million b/d in January, a 690,000 b/d
decline from December, the Platts survey showed. With
Indonesia, the organization’s January production totaled
32.89 million b/d. Under the agreement, OPEC pledged to
cut 1.2 million b/d from its October output levels for six
months starting from January 1 and freeze production at
around 32.5 million b/d, including Indonesia. Eleven nonOPEC countries led by Russia have also agreed to cut output
by 558,000 b/d in the first half of 2017.
The survey shows that several OPEC countries covered by
the agreement still need to make some progress in lowering
output to their allocations, though the overcompliance of
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Angola helps compensate. Since
the deal covers an average of January to June output, some
month-to-month fluctuations are to be expected. Saudi
Arabia has backed up the strong words of its energy minister
Khalid al-Falih, who played a key role in negotiating the
agreement, with its January production falling to 9.98
million b/d, according to the Platts survey.
That is below its allocation of 10.06 million b/d under the
deal, as crude exports declined by more than 500,000 b/d
in the month, Platts shipping tracker cFlow showed. It is also
the first month Saudi production has been below 10 million
b/d since February 2015, according to the survey archives.
Falih in recent weeks had said that the kingdom would
“strictly adhere to our commitment” and signaled that it
would make deeper cuts in February.
Likewise, Kuwaiti oil minister Essam al-Marzouq, who
chairs a five-country committee that will monitor and
enforce the production agreement, has said that Kuwait
would “lead by example.” Accordingly, Kuwait’s production
for January was under its quota of 2.71 million b/d, coming
in at 2.7 million b/d, a 130,000 b/d drop from December,
the survey showed. Besides Kuwait, the monitoring
committee comprises fellow OPEC members Algeria and
Venezuela, along with non-OPEC Russia and Oman.
Iraq has work to do Algeria is slightly above its quota of 1.04
million b/d, with January production at 1.05 million b/d,
while Venezuela also exceeds its allocation of 1.97 million
b/d, producing 2.01 million b/d in the month, according to
the survey. Angola is below its allocation of 1.67 million b/d,
with January output at 1.63 million b/d, as its crude loadings
showed declines in the month.
Lower Rates Lead Navig8 Chemical To Loss
Source: World Maritime News
13th February 2017

UK-based shipping company Navig8 Chemical Tankers has
ended the fourth quarter of 2016 with a net loss of USD 3.6
million, compared to a net profit of USD 9.1 million seen in
the same period in 2015.
The decrease in net income is mainly attributable to lower
gross average daily time charter equivalent (TCE) rates
achieved in the three months ended December 31, 2016,

partially offset by an increase in total operating days
compared to the same period in the prior year, and increases
in vessel operating expenses, depreciation and interest
income related to the expansion of the company’s operating
fleet.
The revenue for the period was slightly down at USD 33.8
million from USD 35.2 million reported a year earlier.
“The chemical tanker market remained under pressure in
the fourth quarter, driven in part by fleet growth and
weakness in the clean petroleum product markets that
shifted swing tonnage from the product tanker market into
traditional chemical tanker trades,” Nicolas Busch, Chief
Executive Officer of Navig8 Chemical Tankers Inc, said.
Busch added that a rise in demand for chemicals, palm oil
and clean petroleum products helped to absorb incremental
capacity and led to improvements in the chemical tanker
market beginning in November.
“The market is forecast to tighten in 2017 and beyond with
chemical tanker demand forecast to outpace the growth in
the supply of larger chemical tankers,” he said.
During the fourth quarter, Navig8 Chemical continued
expanding its fleet with the delivery of two 49,000 dwt
IMO2 Interline-coated chemical tankers, Navig8
Tourmaline and Navig8 Tanzanite, and two 25,000
dwt stainless steel chemical tankers, Navig8 Spark and
Navig8 Stellar. Additionally, the company took delivery of
one 25,000 dwt stainless steel chemical tanker, Navig8
Saiph, in January 2017.
The remaining three vessels, a part of the company’s
contract to acquire 32 fuel-efficient newbuilding chemical
tankers, are scheduled to be delivered by the middle of 2017.
The fourth quarter also saw the company secure financing
for its newbuildings, as it entered into a USD 54.3 million
secured loan facility on November 3, 2016, to finance the
last two of its S-Class vessels currently under construction at
Kitanihon. Upon their respective deliveries, the company’s
vessels have and will be deployed in commercial pools
managed by the Navig8 Group, including the Chronos8,
Delta8 and Stainless8 pools. The loan facility covers
approximately 65% of the contract price of the vessels and
was provided by a European bank, Navig8 Chemical said.
Heavy Lift Market Lifting Off?
Source: OE digital
13th February 2017

Heavy lift vessel (HLV) contractors have faced a challenging
market in recent years as the low oil price environment
combined with a shift towards subsea installation and deep
water activity has seen fixed platform installations decline
globally. The number of fixed assets installed in 2017 is
expected to be c.45% less than 2014 levels. This has resulted
in a troublesome outlook for heavy lift vessels within the
market for topside and jacket installation, leading
contractors to seek out opportunities in less traditional
markets.
Two such bright spots are offshore wind and
decommissioning – the former being increasingly-attractive

as the volume of installed turbines per year grows rapidly
and the projects become larger and further from shore.
Though this growth has historically been supported by
government subsidy, recent (and projected) reduction in
capital costs make the technology cost-competitive with
conventional forms of power generation such as nuclear and
combined cycle gas turbines.
Whilst the market for turbine installation is predominantly
covered by purpose built wind turbine installation vessels
(WTIV), the installation of foundations and substations is
accessible to HLVs. A key requirement for entering this
market is sufficient deck space with the ability to carry at
least 4 monopiles typically preferred. Although turbine size,
and hence the size of the supporting foundation, are
increasing with water depth, it is unlikely that HLVs will
need lifting capacity >3000-tonne; crane capacity in the
range of 1500-3000-tonne is suitable for most offshore wind
installations.
For
HLVs with lifting capacity
>5000-tonne,
decommissioning represents a significant opportunity,
particularly within the North Sea which is characterized by
large platforms – c.40% of platforms within the UK and
c.85% of platforms within Norway have a combined
substructure and topside weight >5000-tonne. Until
recently the largest single lift decommissioning operation
had been the removal of the Frigg TCP2 MSF, weighing in at
8500-tonne. With the introduction of super heavy lift
vessels such as Allsea’s Pioneering Spirit, Heerema’s
Sleipnir (due for delivery in 2019) as well as recent orders
from Shandong Twin Marine for two vessels with lifting
capacity of 34,000-tonne, it is hoped that the
decommissioning of the North Sea’s heaviest platforms will
become more efficient.
The offshore wind and decommissioning markets both have
a heavy emphasis on cost reduction, and the resultant
requirement for cost-effective HLV solutions going forwards
will be extremely important. As such, in a market where day
rates are often driven by tonnage requirements, super heavy
lift vessels may have a somewhat-limited market reach and
vessels that are over specified will risk lower day rates.
Dry Bulk: Capesize Tce Falls Below $1,000/Day On
Australia-China Iron Ore Route
Source: S&P Global
14th February 2017

A build-up of tonnage, coupled with a dip in the cargo
volumes, has sharply brought down the time charter
equivalent (TCE) or the expected daily returns to a Capesize
shipowner below the $1,000/day mark on Monday for
vessels plying the key Australia to China iron ore route.
The Capesize daily returns fell to a three-digit level of
$488/day on the Port Hedland, Western Australia, to
Qingdao, China route on Monday for the first time since S&P
Global Platts started publishing TCE assessments from
January 3. The TCE rate on this route is calculated basis
Shanghai bunker prices published by Platts, which was
assessed at $357/mt for 380 CST grade on Monday.

Currently, the TCE on this route has fallen by close to 90%
compared with $4,657/day assessed on February 1. Over the
same period, the voyage charter freight rate on the Port
Hedland to Qingdao route, which is also known as PC5, fell
by 17.17% to $4.10/wet mt from $4.95/wmt, while the
Shanghai bunker price for 380 CST dropped by only 1.5%.
A few sources said that a slightly better TCE return could be
obtained if the ships deviated to Singapore for bunkering
before heading to Western Australia. "Not many
participants expected the market to weaken further," a
shipbroker tracking the Capesize market said. The fall in the
returns to the Capesize shipowners have happened in the
midst of surging seaborne iron ore prices, which went past
the $90/dry mt mark on Monday with the Platts 62% Fe
Iron Ore Index assessed at $93.05/dmt CFR North China.
"It's just a simple situation. [There is] ample supply versus
weak demand," said a second shipbroker, adding the
situation may cause the market to struggle for a few more
weeks.

China Iron Ore Extends Gains To 3-Year High,
Upbeat Steel Outlook
Source: Hellenic shipping News
15thFebruary 2017

China’s iron ore futures rose for a sixth session in a row on
Tuesday, hitting their highest in more than three years, amid
firm steel demand in the world’s top consumer and tighter
supply driven by Beijing’s campaign against smog.As futures
rallied, spot iron ore prices have similarly surged, with the
spot benchmark topping $90 a tonne for the first time since
2014 on Monday. “China’s positive steel outlook is driven by
ongoing supply tightness and sustained demand growth,”
Argonaut Securities analyst Helen Lau said in a note.
Could dry bulk newbuilding orders pick up as prices
reach new lows?
Source: Hellenic shipping News
11thFebruary 2017

For almost 18 months now, dry bulk newbuilding
contracting has been something of a rarity. The huge
tonnage supply overhung, coupled with the dire straits of the
dry bulk freight market, has meant that ship owners were
opting to scrap older vessels and replace them, if they felt
the need to, with modern second hand tonnage, which was
promptly available at bargain prices. But now, this status
quo could be in for a turnaround. In a recent market report,
shipbroker Intermodal placed emphasis on the recent
placement of LOIs for 208kdwt Newcastlemax
Newbuildings at $38.5m at Private Chinese Yard identifies
with the modern history low for dry bulker shipbuilding.
“Adjusting for dwt, this would imply today $32m and
$27.8m for 172kdwt and 150kdwt Capesize newbuildings,
respectively. What a coincidence: in 1999 the 172kdwt Cape
newbuildings were placed for as low as $32m, while in 1986
the 150kdwt newbuildings were placed for around $27m. All
of the above are mentioned in nominal terms (not real
dollars, ignoring inflation).

MCTC Signs Catering Training Contract With
Exmar Ship Management
Source: Shipping Watch
2nd February 2017

Global training provider Marine Catering Training
Consultancy (MCTC) has signed a two-year contract with
EXMAR Ship Management, through its catering managers
VAN HULLE Catering, to provide training to crew members
on 34 of its ships.
MCTC, which specialises in the training of multi-national
crew all over the world on all aspects of cuisine and galley
safety, made the agreement through VAN HULLE Catering,
global specialists in maritime provision and services, based
in Antwerp. Cyprus-based MCTC will focus on
implementing its successful Catering Competency
Development Programme, using an expert team of culinary
consultants to guide the crew members through the training
programme.
It will also enrol employees who have been selected for
promotion onto its three-month onshore Maritime Culinary
Development Programme in Manila, to arm them with the
required skills and knowledge needed to perform the duties
of ‘Second Cook’.The team at MCTC will carry our extensive
onboard visits throughout the two years to provide training
to all catering crew members working on the fleet of 34 LNG
and LPG ships. It plans to focus on increasing catering
standards onboard; ensuring provisions are being correctly
utilised and optimised; enhancing crew members’
knowledge and skills; and implementing a healthier living
attitude on the ships. Christian Ioannou (pictured),
Managing Director of MCTC, said: “We are really happy to
be able to work with such a reputable company like EXMAR.
We are really looking forward to increasing the catering
standards onboard and have a really good team of experts
who are ready to start working with the crew members.”

exercised, the full value of the award could reach $68.4
million.
Maersk Line And Hamburg Süd Enter Slot Purchase
Agreement
Source: World Maritime News
6th February 2017

Danish shipping giant Maersk Line and German container
shipping line Hamburg Süd have reached a slot purchase
agreement for Hamburg Süd’s volumes on the East-West
trades to be shipped on vessels in the 2M network.
Due to changes in the global liner alliances, the agreement
follows commercial negotiations in anticipation of the
termination of Hamburg Süd’s current slot purchase
arrangements on the East-West trades. The agreement is
scheduled to begin on April 1, subject to maritime filing
requirements being satisfied.
It covers the Asia-North Europe, Asia-Mediterranean, Trans
Atlantic and Trans Pacific trades. Maersk Line and
Hamburg Süd are party to a number of such operational
agreements worldwide. The parties said that the agreement
is not related to Maersk Line’s acquisition of Hamburg Süd.
“Accommodating these additional volumes enables
improved utilisation in our fleet and in turn provides
opportunities to enhance our customer offering on select
trades in our East-West network,” Søren Toft, Chief
Operating Officer, Maersk Line, said. The parties added that
they will disclose information about network changes and
schedules in the coming week.
In early December 2016, Maersk Line and the Oetker Group
reached an agreement for Maersk Line to acquire Hamburg
Süd. Subject to final agreement and regulatory approvals,
the transaction is expected to close by the end of 2017,
Maersk Line informed.

USS Roosevelt to receive $51 million modernization
from BAE Systems

Farstad Shipping, Deep Sea Supply And Solstad
Offshore Plan To Merge

Source: Military Embedded System
2nd February 2017

Source: Sea Trade
6th February 2017

The U.S. Navy has awarded BAE Systems a $51.3 million
contract to perform maintenance and modernization of the
USS Roosevelt (DDG 80), an Arleigh Burke-class guided
missile destroyer.

Farstad Shipping has concluded a fully-funded restructuring
plan that will see the company, together with Deep Sea
Supply, consolidate under Solstad Offshore to create a much
bigger OSV company.

Under the terms of the competitively awarded contract, BAE
Systems will initially dry-dock the ship at the company’s
shipyard and then complete the work at Naval Station
Mayport, both located in Jacksonville, Florida. The
modernization is set to begin in April and is expected to be
completed in April 2018. If all contract options are

The confirmation of this latest restructuring plan followed
an inconclusive earlier move by Siem Oilservice Invest
Holding to take control of Farstad.
“With this solution, we provide Farstad, Solstad and Deep
Sea Supply with an industrial platform to sustain the current

downturn in the OSV market and be well positioned to
exploit a market recovery. We are pleased to have reached
an agreement with our banks, bondholders and other
stakeholders,” said Karl Johan Bakken, ceo of Farstad
Shipping.
Industry observers have been saying the Norwegian OSV
market is highly fragmented and in need of a consolidation.
By agreeing to complete the Farstad restructuring and to
work for the proposed combination, senior lenders,
bondholders and long-standing family owners supported by
industrial investors are making a collective effort to to create
a new OSV company operating out of Norway, Farstad
Shipping stated. The company added that the combined
entity will create the largest company in the high-end global
OSV industry with a fleet of 154 vessels, comprising 66 PSVs,
55 AHTS vessels and 33 construction support vessels.
“For over a year we have advocated strongly for
consolidation in the OSV industry. One step was taken
through the merger of REM Offshore into Solstad Offshore
in 2016. With a successful completion of the combination we
would take further steps to build the world’s leading OSV
company,” said Lars Peder Solstad, ceo of Solstad Offshore.
It is proposed that Solstad Offshore will be the parent
company with Deep Sea Supply and Farstad to be merged as
individual subsidiaries. The consolidated group will have
support of Aker Capital, wholly-owned by Aker ASA, and
Hemen Holding, indirectly controlled by trusts established
by shipping magnate John Fredriksen.
“We are excited by this opportunity to work closely with the
Fredriksen group and other stakeholders to realize our
ambition to establish an efficient global leader in the OSV
segment. The proposed combination of Solstad’s, Farstad’s
and Deep Sea Supply’s operational experience, high quality
fleet and global network together with the Fredriksen
group’s and Aker’s industrial expertise, M&A capabilities
and financial strength will provide a powerful platform
through Solstad Offshore,” said Øyvind Eriksen, president
and ceo of Aker.The combined entity is expected to enable
realisation of substantial cost and revenue synergies in the
range of NOK400m ($48.5m) to NOK650m annually.

Newbuilding Orders Pick Up As Shipyards’
Policy Of Aggressive Pricing Is Working
Source: Hellenic Shipping
15th February 2017

Newbuilding contracting activity thus far in 2017 has been
much more brisk than during the same period of 2016, as
shipyards’ pricing has been much more aggressive, thus
attracting more orders. In its latest weekly report,
shipbroker Allied Shipbroking noted that “up till now the
year has shown considerably better activity levels in the
newbuilding front then what had been seen over the
majority of 2016. It seems as though some of the aggressive
pursued by shipbuilders marketing has started to pay off.
The new financing structures on offer and considerable price
discounts has started to attract the attention of some
owners, although they are still relatively few in number”.

Allied added that “at the same time it seems that the
prevailing belief amongst most owners is that we are set to
see a further drop in newbuilding prices, something that
may well be proving to deter most potential buyers from
taking any hastily made actions right now, while given that
we have yet to see any real spark or vigor in the freight
markets of the main bulk ship types such as dry bulkers and
tankers, there seem to be limited reasons to real push buyers
onto the new ordering route”.
Meanwhile, in the S&P market this past week, ship
valuations’ expert VesselsValue noted that in the tanker
market there were no sales to report, while values have
remained stable. In the dry bulk market, values were also
stable over the course of the past week. “Modern Capesize
vessels have softened slightly due to a decrease in charter
rates. Panamax values have remained stable, Flama (80,500
DWT, Feb 2011, STX Offshore) sold for USD 14.8 vs VV
value of USD 14.2 mil. Modern Supramaxes have firmed this
week, Brilliant Phoenix (61,200 DWT, April 2016, I-S) was
sold for USD 22.6 mil vs VV value of USD 21.58 mil. The
Indigo Felicity (28,400 DWT, Jan 2010, Imabari) was sold
to Giavridis Maritime for USD 7.5 mil vs VV value of USD
7.89 mil, softening mid age Handy Bulkers”, said VV. It
added that in the container market, things were also slow,
with no sales reported, while values remained unchanged
over the week before.
According to Allied Shipbroking, in the S&P market, “on the
dry bulk side, things were slightly slower this week in terms
of activity, though not by a whole lot and possibly more of a
reflection of the decreased number of sales candidates being
circulated in the market for the larger size segments. At the
same time the number of hadysize bulkers that have been
put up as sales candidates has increased considerably
especially in the vessels in the mid high 30,000 dwt range.
As a note to our previous week’s reported sale of the M/V
“DARYA BHAKTI” (56,060dwt, built Japan 2005), we now
understand that the price is in the region of high US$ 8.0m.
On the tanker side, activity dropped considerably once
more, with a good portion of the sales reported this week
being old sales that have only now come to light”, said the
shipbroker.
Collapsing Orders For New Ships Set To Hasten
Market Rebalancing
Source: Hellenic Shipping
15th February 2017

Investors’ confidence in market prospects dramatically
weakened last year, resulting in orders for new ships in the
main sectors completely collapsing. Fading optimism about
future investment returns, and a more widely held belief
that drastic adjustment is required to correct market
imbalances, proved compelling. An implied reduction in
newbuilding vessels joining the fleet will assist in restraining
capacity growth.

Maritime Environment
Sulfur Emission Cap: 2020 Deadline Fueling
Challenges
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
3rd February 2017

As ship-owners gear up to embrace new sulfur emission
norms that will come into effect from 2020 onwards,
challenges related to upgrade of vessels, availability of
cleaner fuels, and ordering new ships remain vexing issues.
The International Maritime Organization, or IMO, has
stipulated a reduction in the maximum sulfur limit in
marine fuels from 3.5% to 0.5% from January 2020
onwards.
In less than three years, all ships across the globe will
mandatorily have to use low-sulfur fuels or gas instead of the
high-sulfur fuel oil, or HSFO, that currently dominates the
market.
A common refrain among ship-owners is that while the date
of implementation of the new sulfur cap is finalized, the
“fine print of how to enforce and implement” needs to be
worked upon. This is significant because the new norms will
entail additional costs that can cause serious commercial
distortion if the implementation does not happen uniformly
across the world.
Since this involves a global equivalent to millions of tons of
fuels used in thousands of ships, several stakeholders in the
shipping industry are now suggesting additional measures
to ensure that the transition is smooth and hassle free.
According to shipping industry estimates, based on current
demand, close to 2.5 million b/d, or over 75% of the current
bunker fuel market, will be displaced when the lower sulfur
content norms are implemented.
“There are a number of practical consequences — it is of
course hard to believe that in one minute on the new year
eve of 2020, all ships around the world will suddenly
become 100% compliant, particularly if in the middle of a
voyage,” Dragos Rauta, technical director at the
International Association of Independent Tanker Owners,
or Intertanko, told S&P Global Platts.
Intertanko has around 210 members, whose combined fleet
comprises some 3,654 tankers, totaling over 312.7 million
dwt. Ship-owners will have to choose whether they want to
use 0.5% sulfur fuel or invest in scrubbers, an assessment
they will make based on ship’s age, price of scrubbers,
operational costs of scrubbers, and price differential
between HSFO and ultra-low sulfur fuels, or ULSFs, Rauta
said.
“A great deal more needs to be done at IMO ahead of the
2020 deadline,” the secretary general of Asian Shipowners’
Association, Harry Shin, told Platts.

Intertanko, Baltic and International Maritime Council, or
BIMCO, and a host of other industry bodies have now jointly
submitted a proposal document to an IMO sub-committee
over the issues of concern for effectively implementing the
cap on sulfur emissions.
Among others, the document mentions of the impact on
machinery systems, particularly the safety concerns that
may arise from the use of new sources of fuels and blends,
and a verification mechanism “to ensure a level commercial
landscape,” and delivery of compliant fuels on ships.
“Ships cannot ascertain the sulfur level of fuels being
delivered to [them] prior to or during bunkering operations;
non-conformity is discovered only days after bunkering,”
the document said.
Not all ports will be ready to supply 0.5% sulfur fuels by
2020 and there is already a provision to allow ships which
could not obtain compliant fuels, but parameters for such
instances need to be formally recognized by IMO, it said.
However, ship-owners say that this can put them at a
disadvantage, especially those who are scrupulously
following the rule book, because ULSFs command a
premium over HSFOs. The price differential between HSFO
and 0.10% sulfur-content marine gas oil has typically been
in the $250-$350/mt range, according to the shipping
industry estimates.
Total And Cma Cgm Prepare For New
Environmental Regulations In The Shipping
Industry
Source: CMA CGM
1st February 2017

Total, the world’s fourth-ranked international oil and gas
company, and CMA CGM, a leading worldwide shipping
group, have signed a three-year memorandum of
understanding. The two partners will be combining their
expertise to prepare for stricter fuel regulations in the
shipping industry and further reduce the sector’s footprint
by developing solutions that make container ships ever more
environmentally-friendly.
Total will support CMA CGM by becoming its multifuel
supplier, providing a comprehensive range of solutions:
Fuel oil with a sulfur content of 0.5%.
Fuel oil with a sulfur content of 3.5% for ships
equipped with exhaust gas cleaning systems, or
scrubbers, which reduce the polluting emissions
before they are released into the atmosphere.
LNG, which offers numerous advantages from an
environmental standpoint, including the reduction
of CO2 emissions, the elimination of sulfur oxide
(SOx) emissions, drastic decrease of nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and particulate matters.

IRclass Supports The Industry In Complying With
Ballast Water Convention Requirements

phytoplankton algae Odontella (Biddulphia sinensis) in the
North Sea in 1903. But it was not until the 1970s that the
scientific community began reviewing the problem in detail.
In the late 1980s, Canada and Australia were among
countries experiencing particular problems with invasive
species, and they brought their concerns to the attention of
IMO's Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC).

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
3rd February 2017

The International Convention for the Control and
Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments (BWM
Convention) enters into force on 8th September 2017, and
Indian Register of Shipping (IRClass) is prepared to support
the industry in complying with the BWM Convention
requirements. IRClass has published comprehensive
guidelines to assist ship owners, operators and shipyards in
understanding the BWM Convention and the steps to be
taken for ensuring compliance. IRClass has prepared an
informative booklet on the BWM Convention requirements.
Ship owners, To ensure a seamless certification process,
IRClass will be providing the following services:

The problem of invasive species in ships’ ballast water is
largely due to the expanded trade and traffic volume over the
last few decades and, since the volumes of seaborne trade
continue to increase, the problem may not yet have reached
its peak yet. The effects in many areas of the world have been
devastating. Quantitative data show that the rate of bioinvasions is continuing to increase at an alarming rate and
new areas are being invaded all the time.
The spread of invasive species is now recognized as one of
the greatest threats to the ecological and the economic well
being of the planet. These species are causing enormous
damage to biodiversity and the valuable natural riches of the
earth upon which we depend. Direct and indirect health
effects are becoming increasingly serious and the damage to
the environment is often irreversible.

Review and approval of ballast water management plan
Review of current ship arrangement (vessel type, capacity of
pump, existing ballast piping diagram, available space, etc.)
& selection of ballast water system type (depending upon
space required, power required, and others parameters like
fresh water, sea water, voyages consideration) and
integration with the existing ballast water system, etc. and
scrutiny of 3D scanning and detailed design

For some examples of aquatic bio-invasions causing major
impact It should be noted, however, that there are hundreds
of other serious invasions which have been or are in the
process of being recorded around the world.

Advice on the feasibility of treatment systems for new
buildings and retrofits, solutions to operational challenges
Approval of installation drawings. Approval of ballast water
operational and technical manual. Conduct training
workshops for ship and shore personnel. Initial survey and
issuance of International Ballast Water Management
Certificate to ships

Preventing the transfer of invasive species and coordinating
a timely and effective response to invasions will require
cooperation and collaboration among governments,
economic sectors, non-governmental organizations and
international treaty organizations; the UN Convention on
the Law of the Sea (Article 196) provides the global
framework by requiring States to work together to prevent,
reduce and control pollution of the marine environment
including the intentional or accidental introduction of
species, alien or new, to a particular part of the marine
environment, which may cause significant and harmful
changes thereto.

Ballast Water Management – How To Comply With
The Imo Convention
Source: International Maritime Organization
1st February 2017
Since the introduction of steel-hulled vessels around 120
years ago, water has been used as ballast to stabilize vessels
at sea. Ballast water is pumped in to maintain safe operating
conditions throughout a voyage. This practice reduces stress
on the hull, provides transverse stability, improves
propulsion and manoeuvrability, and compensates for
weight changes in various cargo load levels and due to fuel
and water consumption.

IMO has been at the front of the international effort by
taking the lead in addressing the transfer of invasive aquatic
species (IAS) through shipping. In 1991 the MEPC adopted
the International Guidelines for preventing the introduction
of unwanted aquatic organisms and pathogens from ships'
ballast water and sediment discharges (resolution
MEPC.50(31)); while the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED), held in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992, recognized the issue as a major
international concern. In November 1993, the IMO
Assembly adopted resolution A.774(18) based on the 1991
Guidelines requesting the MEPC and the MSC to keep the
Guidelines under review with a view to developing
internationally applicable, legally-binding provisions. While
continuing its work towards the development of an
international treaty, the Organization adopted, in November
1997, resolution A.868(20) - Guidelines for the control and
management of ships' ballast water to minimize the transfer
of harmful aquatic organisms and pathogens.

While ballast water is essential for safe and efficient modern
shipping operations, it may pose serious ecological,
economic and health problems due to the multitude of
marine species carried in ships’ ballast water. These include
bacteria, microbes, small invertebrates, eggs, cysts and
larvae of various species. The transferred species may
survive to establish a reproductive population in the host
environment, becoming invasive, out-competing native
species and multiplying into pest proportions.
Scientists first recognized the signs of an alien species
introduction after a mass occurrence of the Asian
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